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Abstract 
 
Governments become more and more aware of the essence of new ventures for their national economy 

and society. Western countries see a movement of their multinationals to emerging countries and a 

stagnation or decline of new company forming. As these new companies have to become the 

multinationals of the future and provide society with new jobs, governments are very willing to 

support the creation of these ventures. Non-profit organizations like universities possess a lot of 

intellectual property and knowledge which is continuously build on and further developed for many 

years and therefore universities are seen as an ideal source for providing new companies to the market 

by valorising the knowledge and intellectual property collected in its years of service. To accomplish 

this, these new companies have to be aware of the relevance of alliance forming with existing 

companies in order to shorten their movement to the market in today’s global economy. The aim of 

this study is to investigate and gain more insight in the strategic alliance structuring processes of 

university related start ups and thereby especially focussing on high tech start ups. The study covers a 

total of 11 cases in which focus interviews have been conducted with the CEOs of these start ups and 

their contact persons within the university. These contact persons cover different ‘layers of operation’ 

within this university. By making a division in companies with slowly evolving alliances and 

companies with quickly formed alliances, the manner in which the university and its different layers 

deal with these two types of alliances are shown. Furthermore, very diverse types of companies with 

all kinds of strategic alliance structuring processes have been subject to this study. In all cases can be 

seen that a lot of differences in interest exist for all parties involved, which has large influence on the 

success or failure of the alliance. The conclusions of this study contribute to both academic science 

and industry practice, especially within the risk behaviour-, alliance- and entrepreneurship field.  
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Executive summary 
 
Introduction 
 
Governments become more and more aware of the importance of new venture creation for their future 

economy. One of the ways to stimulate such new venture creation is by the valorisation of intellectual 

property and knowledge that has been build on for years within universities but kept unused for the 

industry. Though, universities and people closely related to these new ventures (CEOs to be) are also 

aware of the fact that they are in need of other companies to successfully implement their product 

within today’s fast changing markets and to become successful in the future. Understanding how these 

start ups could deal best with the alliances they need and the risks that come with these alliances is 

increasingly drawing attention from both academics and business managers. Though, only some minor 

research has been conducted to the topics of alliance forming and risk perception and -behavior within 

company start up processes together. Therefore this study examines the strategic alliance structuring 

process of alliances formed between high tech start ups and a university. To do this, a model on 

strategic alliance structuring processes presented by Das and Teng (2001) is used. This model is used 

as a basis for examining both quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances. Whereby in the 

latter, university – start up alliances are formed with start ups created at the university and thus will 

have a long term relationship with their alliance partner, and in the former, start ups from the 

universities’ environment come to the university to form an alliance with the university and thus are 

based on a more short term relationship which is not so close. To examine this, the following research 

question is investigated empirically in this study:   

 

What are the differences in success, risk perception and –behavior, interests and dynamic capabilities 

between quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances? 

 

Theory 
 
Existing alliance literature is build upon in this study to investigate the entrepreneurial risk perception 

and risk behavior within strategic alliance structuring processes of university related high tech start up 

companies. To do this, existing literature on alliance forming and literature on risk perception and -

behavior are combined. For this research a new and comprehensive typology of alliance structures 

consisting of four kinds of alliances (unilateral contract-based alliances, bilateral contract-based 

alliances, minority equity alliances, and joint ventures) presented by Das and Teng (2001) is used.  

Thereby, existing research on risk perception and -behavior, dynamic capabilities and alliance success 

by researchers under which Gartner (1989), Sitkin and Pablo (1992), Halman and Keizer (1994), 

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), Whipple and Frankel (2000) is used to adjust an existing risk perception 

model used for strategic alliance structuring of Das and Teng (2001). 

Besides this, a distinction is made between quickly formed cases and slowly evolving cases to 

examine the differences between entrepreneurial companies generated by universities and 

entrepreneurial companies seeking university assistance (Shane, 2002).  

Based on the most recent findings in the research streams of alliance forming, risk perception and -

behavior, dynamic capabilities and alliance success, the theoretical scope of this research could be 

defined and the research be structured. 

 
Methodology 
 
Subject of this study are 11 cases containing a start up for which a CEO or CTO is interviewed even as 

their contact person within the university. This is done by using two questionnaires; one for 

CEOs/CTOs (appendix A) and one for contact persons (appendix B). To gain the data needed for this 

research, focus interviews were conducted whereby the interview with the CEOs/CTOs took up to 60 

minutes and the interviews with the contact persons took between 30 and 45 minutes. Besides this, the 

contact persons interviewed were found to be working within different layers of the university which 

resulted in a clear overview of the differences in interest to undergo the alliance for all parties 
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involved. The results gained from the focus interviews are analyzed by making use of an ANOVA 

analysis and a Quantitative Comparative Analysis (QCA). 

 

Results 
 
The results show that there are definitely differences in success, risk perception and risk behavior 

between quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances. In particular, a difference in kinds of 

risks present exists which especially is the case for relational risks. Thereby differences are also found 

in the way the university works with quickly formed alliances in relation to slowly evolving alliances 

as for both different forms of interest exist for each person and ‘layer of operation’ involved in the 

alliance. This study adds to some of the gaps in literature mentioned by Shane (2002). Especially in 

examining the differences between entrepreneurial companies generated by universities and 

entrepreneurial companies seeking university assistance, even as examining the differences between 

different types of entrepreneurial companies. Furthermore, results indicate the manner in which is 

thought about start up alliance forming and knowledge valorisation within the different layers of the 

university. These results show that there is no unambiguous interest within the university to start the 

alliance with start ups, and that opinions on the future of knowledge valorisation also differ within the 

different layers of the university. Also some remarkable results appear from the QCA analysis.  

- The first one is that the TU/e wants to have control over the slowly evolving alliances, while the 

TU/e appears to have no clear future vision for these alliances according to the results. This results in a 

willingness to have the control over the alliance while no directions for the future are given by the 

TU/e. 

- The second one is that for the quickly formed cases, the TU/e does have a future vision, which is 

remarkable as this is not the case for the slowly evolving cases as discussed in the previous result. 

-Third, it can be concluded that the presence of facilities is found to be highly relevant for the alliance 

choice in the slowly evolving cases but not in the quickly formed cases. This is remarkable as this 

arises the question in what slowly evolving and quickly formed cases differ. What makes slowly 

evolving cases in need of TU/e facilities and quickly formed cases not when having the alliance, and 

does this have influence on the ultimate success of the alliance or even the start up? 
- Fourth, it can be concluded that trust in the partner did not play a role for the CEOs of slowly 

evolving start ups, which might indicate that a certain level of trust of the start up in the TU/e is 

already present. From this can be concluded that the slowly evolving start ups trust the TU/e in having 

the locus of control, while the TU/e does not have a clear future vision on the alliances with the 

individual start ups. This is remarkable as these alliances are about long term relationships and the 

control is practically handed over to the TU/e, whereby the start ups mention the presence of a future 

vision on the alliance as relevant, while this not appears to be relevant for the TU/e. 

-Fifth, the presence of enough capacity/knowledge and effort within the alliance is found to be 

relevant for the TU/e in the slowly evolving cases, but not in the quickly formed cases. This is 

remarkable as involvement in an alliance almost always takes some amount of capacity. A reason for 

this can be that the slowly evolving cases are more interlocked with the TU/e than the quickly formed 

cases and thereby focus more on long-term co-development. 

- As a last point can be mentioned that the availability of financials is found to be relevant by the TU/e 

in the slowly evolving cases but not in the quickly formed cases, which indicates that the alliance of 

quickly formed cases with the TU/e is financially supported by non TU/e financials while the slowly 

evolving cases are (also) financially supported by the TU/e. To let the quickly formed alliances 

succeed, the financials should thus come from the start up itself or from governmental subsidy. This 

adds to the expectation that quickly formed alliances are less interlocked with the TU/e than slowly 

evolving alliances. 
 
Implications 
 
The results of this study add to science, business, but also to the policy of universities towards 

knowledge valorisation via venture creation. Although this study is of an indicative nature, it provides 

a lot of data on the relatively unknown field of differences in strategic alliance structuring processes 
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between university related entrepreneurial companies. Start ups within different industries and with 

different relations to the university were used in the case study to gain a complete overview of 

differences in alliance structuring and interests for the start up – university relation. Companies that 

are able to perform without the university but also companies that are very dependent on the university 

were interviewed. What can especially be seen for the slowly evolving cases is that valorisation is 

mostly conducted by researchers, doctoral students or students that are willing to start a company with 

their idea developed at the university. The knowledge or intellectual property is owned by the 

university and therefore these start ups are often more or less forced to undergo an alliance with the 

university, as they do not own the money to buy out the intellectual property. For some of these start 

ups, having an alliance with the university is beneficial, but for others it could slow down the 

valorisation process of high tech knowledge or intellectual property that is in need of a short time to 

market. For valorisation of this high tech knowledge or intellectual property that is in need of a short 

time to market, the use of subsidy and putting academic people into a CEO function might slow down 

the time to market and launch of the product or idea already developed. To examine this, the different 

kinds of strategic alliance structuring processes between start ups and the university are also compared 

to each other in this research. What can especially be seen for the quickly formed cases is that 

valorisation is mostly conducted by business oriented entrepreneurs that benefit from the alliance with 

the TU/e by exchanging knowledge. The knowledge or intellectual property on which the start up is 

based is outside the TU/e (often owned by the start up), but needs some specific additions with TU/e 

knowledge, and thereby the start up benefits from forming an alliance with the TU/e. The TU/e 

benefits the most in a financial form by creating long term alliances with slowly evolving start ups. 

The financial benefits of forming alliances with quickly formed start ups are less, and could be seen as 

something to study further on to increase.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In today’s worldwide economy a lot of attention is given to shorten time to markets of 

companies’ products in order to stay competitive. Making use of open innovation and alliance 

forming is one of the ways to shorten time to markets, especially within the high tech 

industry. By closing alliances for non core processes and focussing on their core processes, 

companies are able to keep ahead of their competition. Start up companies within these high 

tech industries are also more and more aware of the fact that they are in need of other 

companies to succesfully implement their product within todays fast changing markets and 

become succesful in the future. Therefore a new form of entrepreneurship has arisen whereby 

start up companies deal with the involvement of other companies in their venture at an early 

stage of the start up process.  

The worldwide economy also brings that companies easily move away from western coutries 

to emerging markets. Governments are aware of this and therefore try to stimulate the 

creation process of new high tech ventures that might become the multinationals of the future. 

One of the ways to accomplish this is via the valorization of intellectual property and 

knowledge that has been build on for years within universities but is kept unused for the 

industry. Therefore, besides providing attractive subsidy to support people that are willing to 

start up new companies, governmental and societal pressure is also laid more and more on 

universities to encourage and support these people and their start ups. 

This broadening of universities’ attention and policy to support and stimulate 

entrepreneurship more and more also brings new reseach fields. Besides the strategic alliance 

structuring processes between start ups or between a start up and a multinational, a new type 

of company arises which has very close long term relationships with a non-profit organization 

in the form of a university. These (long term) profit – non-profit alliances are also influenced 

by the fact that the profit party is very small and the non-profit party is very large and has 

several ‘layers of operation’ with different forms of interest. For the success of these (long 

term) alliances, a win-win situation for both parties has to be created whereby the interests of 

the CEO and individuals within all different layers of the university play a role. To 

accomplish this, a lot of effort and attention has to be given to the strategic alliance 

structuring process which forms the basis of the ultimate alliance (Das and Teng, 2001).  

Several characteristics in the form of individual-, organizational-, problem-related- and 

environmental characteristics lie at the basis of the structural alliance preferences of both 

companies involved. In the strategic alliance structuring process the relational and 

performance risks that are relevant to the alliance should also be carefully diagnosed, even as 

the way in which each party and the alliance itself could add value with its assets and 

resources to the processes of both companies involved. For each of the parties involved, 

closing the alliance also brings certain risks, to which each involved person has a different 

perception and ultimately behaves different. Therefore risk perception and risk behavior play 

a large role in order to let the (long term) start up – university alliances be succesful. The 

combination of alliances and risk perception and -behavior within an entrepreneurial 

environment is relatively new in academic research and therefore it is an interesting field to 

conduct more research in.  

This research takes into account a strategic alliance structuring process framework presented 

by Das and Teng (2001) and is conducted to gain a better understanding on start up – 

university strategic alliance forming processes and the characteristics, interests, risks and 

dynamic capabilities that underly this. Hereby two different forms of alliances an university 

deals with are compared to each other, namely alliances with entrepreneurial companies 

generated by the university (further named slowly evolving start ups) and alliances with 

entrepreneurial companies seeking university assistance (further named quickly formed start 

ups). 

As failure rates of alliances are around 50% (Kogut, 1989; De Man and Duysters, 2005) and 

failure rates of high tech start ups based on new discoveries and innovations range from 50% 

to 80% within the first five years of existence (Dun and Bradstreet, 1967), the chances of 
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success for start ups undergoing alliances in a very early stage are small. Therefore good 

guidance and support of both the start up and the alliance process is very important. 

Academic literature has not paid much attention to these topics yet as valorization processes 

and entrepreneurial activities by universities are relatively new. By conducting research to the 

strategic alliance structuring processes conducted, more insight can be gained in these 

activities and better support and guidance can be provided in the future. Much research has 

already been conducted to risk perception and -behavior and alliance forming processes 

individually. By combining these topics and applying them within the field of 

entrepreneurship, previous research on these individual topics can be very helpful and 

beneficial as a basis for further research in the field of entrepreneurship. The aim of this study 

is to find out what the key fundaments of the strategic alliance structuring processes are of 

university related high tech start up companies. The following research question is stated for 

this, supported by four sub questions. 

 
What are the differences in success, risk perception and –behaviour, interests and dynamic 

capabilities between quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances? 

 
Subquestion 1: How do the (group/individual, organizational, problem-related and 

environmental) characteristics underlying the structural alliance preference via the firms risk 

perception differ between quickly formed and slowly evolving alliances. 

 
Subquestion 2: What performance and relational risks are present within the alliance forming 

processes of quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances? 

 
Sub question 3: What role do dynamic capabilities play within the alliance creation process 

as well as in the alliance management process of both quickly formed and slowly evolving 

alliances?  

 
Sub question 4: What underlies the success of the slowly evolved or quickly formed alliances 

and what factors are of mayor influence on the success of the alliance? 

 
The remainder of this paper is structured by first presenting a literature review on 

entrepreneurial risk and alliance research in chapter 2. These research topics lie at the basis of 

research to strategic alliance structuring processes. Chapter 3 elaborates further on this by 

presenting all relevant topics of risk behavior within alliances. Hereafter, the information 

presented in the previous chapters is more structured and the research questions are presented 

in chapter 4. In chapter 5, the methodology that has been used to investigate the research 

questions is discussed. The conduction of case study research is described even as the 

qualitative method used in this research in the form of focus interviews. Then, chapter 6 

presents an analysis of the results on the research to strategic alliance structuring processes. 

The results and analysis are used to answer the research questions stated where after the most 

important findings from this analysis are presented. In chapter 7 the results and analysis are 

discussed upon, and the study is finalized by chapter 8, in which the limitations of this study 

are discussed and future research directions are given.  
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2. Literature review on entrepreneurial risk and alliances 
 

2.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter the findings from my literature study and research proposal that are most 

relevant to this research are presented. In the literature study I conducted to gain theoretical 

background for this master thesis, I examined what the role of entrepreneurial risk behavior 

within new venture creation is, and hereby the different kinds of risk an entrepreneur can face 

by market entry, the relations these risks have to individual risk behavior, the way in which 

these risks might be overcome or minimized and in what stage they might appear and can be 

tackled at best. From this study results that the influences of internal risk factors (i.e. 

decisions made by individuals, or groupthink present within groups, etc) on the risk behavior 

of a start up are more examined already than the influence of external factors (i.e. factors 

taking place or coming from the organizations’ environment, like alliances, supplier and 

customer interaction, etc.) on the risk behavior of start ups. Therefore, within my research 

proposal, I focused more on the influence of external factors on a start ups’ risk behavior, 

hereby especially taking into account the alliance processes of high tech start up companies.  

 

In the next paragraphs, first the role and manner of entrepreneurial risk behavior will be 

discussed whereafter the relevance of alliances in todays business environment is discussed. 

The chapter concludes with presenting some gaps mentioned in literature that form the basis 

of my research and on which will be discussed further in chapter 3.  

 

2.2 Role of entrepreneurial risk behavior 
 
For most managers and entrepreneurs, risk is a concept having to do primarily with loss, not 

with probabilities. A study by Shapira (1995) found that 95% of a group of managers 

surveyed “described risk in terms of the magnitude of financial loss.”. An earlier study by 

March and Shapira (1987) already mentioned that the most relevant definition of risk to 

managers and entrepreneurs is that of “downside loss”. For risk, Dickson and Giglierano 

(1986) proposed two types of downside risk, sinking-the-boat risk and missing-the-boat risk. 

Sinking-the-boat risk refers to the “probability that the venture will fail to reach a satisfactory 

level of performance”. Missing-the-boat risk is the risk of failing to “undertake a venture that 

would have succeeded”. Thus, sinking-the-boat risk is associated with the costs of pursuing a 

false opportunity, and missing-the-boat risk is linked with the costs of not pursuing a genuine 

opportunity, or opportunity cost of not making a potentially profitable move. While all 

decisions seem to involve these two types of risk, this dual conceptualization is particularly 

appropriate for appreciating entrepreneurial risk, because entrepreneurs are especially 

vulnerable to the missing-the-boat risk: their first chance is often their last (Das and Teng, 

1997).  

Ray (1994) mentions that the decision where risk taking is most likely to be critical includes 

the decision to become an entrepreneur; the decision to grow the venture through new product 

development, new market development (e.g. export expansion), acquisitions or entry into 

unrelated lines of business; and decisions related to the entrepreneur’s control over the 

venture such as the decision to go into business with partners or a team, seek outside 

investors, professionalize management, pursue a public stock listing, and plan for succession.  

The decision to grow a venture through a continuing pursuit of opportunities and resources 

and the issue of control are inevitably linked. The entrepreneur’s personality undoubtedly 

affects how these opportunities and risks will be assessed. Though, whether personality traits 

relating to risk are more or less important than an assessment or decision-making process is 

not an issue. Personality is filtered through the organizational, institutional, and situational 

context of the decision. The context of a decision may either heighten or repress personality 

or risk-taking attributes. The interplay between risk-taking attributes and decision-making is 

an interesting and important issue. Within entrepreneurial companies this interplay can be 
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described as individual risk behavior as there often is only one person dealing with the risk-

taking attributes and the decision making process around these attributes (Ray, 1994). 

 

When an entrepreneur has eventually managed to overcome the missing-the-boat risk, 

influential factors to his or her individual risk behavior within the company become essential. 

These factors can be categorized roughly in four topics, namely individual, organizational, 

problem-related or process and environmental characteristics (Gartner, 1989; Sitkin and 

Pablo, 1992). These characteristics, even as their influence on risk behavior, are visualized in 

figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Location of risk behavior 

 
To behave towards a certain risk, an individual first has to interpret the risk that he deals with. 

This interpretation of a risk by an individual within the company is called risk perception. 

Risk perception is defined as an individual’s assessment of how risky a situation is in terms of 

probabilistic estimates of the degree of situational uncertainty, how controllable that 

uncertainty is, and confidence in those estimates (Baird & Thomas, 1985; Bettman, 1973). 

Pablo, Sitkin & Jamison (1996) define risk perception as an individual’s assessment of the 

risk inherent in a situation. This assessment is reflected in the decision makers’ labeling of the 

situation, estimates of how extensive and controllable risks are, and confidence in those 

estimates. Only by comparisons across types of danger can be learned whether individuals 

have a general tendency to be risk averse or risk taking, or whether their perceptions of 

danger depends upon the meaning they give to objects of potential concern (Wildavsky and 

Dake, 1990).  

 

Besides the individual, organizational, problem-related or environmental characteristics, the 

time factor is also of relevance to entrepreneurial risk behavior as risk is inherently embedded 

in time. It is generally agreed upon that time plays a crucial role in risk and risk behavior 

(Lopes, 1996; Schneider and Lopes, 1986; Strickland, Lewicki and Katz, 1966). The factor 

time is also of influence to the growth of the venture and the formation of alliances, also 

known as the continuity or evolution of the company or alliances.  

Das and Teng (1997) propose that any entrepreneurial decision with risk connotations 

necessarily involves, implicitly and explicitly, two particular temporal attributes. The first 

relates to the risk horizon, or the span of time for which the entrepreneur assesses the risk. 

The second is concerned with the individual future orientation of the entrepreneur. For 

understanding entrepreneurial risk behavior with due recognition of the role of these two 

temporal aspects, in conjunction with the acknowledged role of risk propensity, the 

framework shown in figure 2 is presented by Das and Teng (1997). In this figure, short-range 

risk behavior is about taking or avoiding actions that may cause outcomes to vary 

significantly in the near future, from great gains to great losses; and long-range risk behavior 

is defined as taking or avoiding actions that may cause outcomes to vary significantly in the 
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distant future. The same individual may well exhibit low-risk behavior regarding long-range 

risk and high-risk behavior regarding short-range risk, or vice versa. 

 

 
Figure 2: Entrepreneurial risk behavior based on risk horizon, future orientation, and risk 

propensity (Das and Teng, 1997) 

 
For the temporal attribute relating to risk horizon in a new venture, the previously mentioned 

sinking-the-boat risk would tend to be evident in the short run because a lack of financial 

slack and back-up makes new ventures particularly vulnerable to initial setbacks. Dickson and 

Giglierano (1986) mention that entrepreneurs often have only one shot in a given venture and 

that sinking-the-boat risk is at its highest level at the initiation stage of a new venture, and that 

it starts to subside when the operations extend into a more distant future. Thus, sinking-the-

boat will be a less intimidating prospect in the long run. 

The above mentioned missing-the-boat risk may well be a critical long-range entrepreneurial 

risk, because the opportunity cost of not pursuing an entrepreneurial career is usually not 

realized until much later. Since the missing-the-boat risk is about what one might miss in the 

future, it naturally takes a more long-range orientation (Das and Teng, 1997). 

For the second abovementioned temporal attribute, namely future orientation, one looks more 

at the entrepreneurial person as future orientation refers to the individuals’ psychological 

attribute regarding their perception of the future and the flow of time. Some people are more 

future oriented in that they pay more attention to what may happen in a relatively distant 

future. Others are more present-time oriented in that they are preoccupied with the immediate 

future. In other words, people can be differentiated by their ability to envision and “grasp” the 

future (Das and Teng, 1997).  

Individuals with a near-future orientation and a risk-seeking propensity are more likely to be 

craftsman entrepreneurs (cell 2 in figure 2). Individuals with a distant-future orientation tend 

to be concerned more with the long run rather than the present. Thus if these individuals are 

risk averse, they would be of the long-range low-risk type (cell 3 in figure 2). Since 

opportunistic entrepreneurs are inclined toward action in the present in order not to regret 

missing the opportunity later on, they essentially eliminate or minimize missing-the-boat risk. 

On the other hand, if distant-future oriented individuals have a risk-seeking propensity, they 

are unlikely to be entrepreneurs (cell 4 in figure 2). A risk-seeking propensity along with a 

distant-future orientation leads to long-range risk taking, which concerns those who are 

willing to put their long-term welfare at risk. 

 

In this master thesis, I will focus on entrepreneurs that have a long-range risk behavior and a 

distant future orientation, and thus have a more opportunistic nature, and thereby deal with 

the missing-the-boat risk (cell 3 in figure 2).  
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2.3 Alliances 
 

According to De man (2006) alliances are collaborations between independent firms with the 

aim to create a competitive advantage for the partners. Thereby alliances exist when revenues 

and risks are shared among the partners and actual collaboration between people in the firms 

takes place. Thus, strategic alliance creation is an important source of resources and 

knowledge, and can thereby provide competitive advantage. Only few firms have all of the 

resources and knowledge needed to compete effectively in the current dynamic landscape. 

Therefore firms seek access to the necessary resources through alliances (Ireland et al., 2003).  

According to Das and Teng (2001) strategic alliances can take several forms, including, but 

not limited to, joint ventures, minority equity alliances, R&D contracts, joint R&D, joint 

production, joint marketing and promotion, enhanced supplier partnership, distribution 

agreements, and licencing agreements. To better organize such a large collection of alliance 

forms, theorists proposed several typologies of strategic alliances. Though, none of these 

typologies have been widely accepted in the literature. Das and Teng (2001) propose a new 

and comprehensive typology of alliance structures consisting of four kinds of alliances: 

unilateral contract-based alliances, bilateral contract-based alliances, minority equity 

alliances, and joint ventures. Alliances are unilateral contract-based when there is a well-

defined transfer of property rights, such as in licensing agreements. Licensing, distribution 

agreements, and R&D contracts are the main forms of unilateral contract-based alliances. 

Individual firms carry out their obligations independently of each other, therefore the level of 

integration is relatively low in unilateral contract-based alliances. Bilateral contract-based 

alliances involve the sustained joint creation of property and knowledge for the partners, 

requiring them to bring in resources and work together on a constant basis. Some examples of 

bilateral contract-based alliances are joint R&D, joint marketing and promotion, enhanced 

supplier partnership, and joint production. These alliances require partners to put in resources 

and work together constantly, so that partners are integrated in a fairly tight manner. 

Compared to unilateral contracts, bilateral contracts are usually incomplete and more open-

ended. 

These four types exhaust all possible forms of alliance structures, because the first two cover 

all nonequity alliances and the latter two include all equity alliances. Also these four types are 

unambiguously defined, so that any particular alliance can be clearly identified as belonging 

to one of the four.  

Though, before and after the actual process of an alliance a phase exists. Before the unilateral 

contract-based alliances phase, a phase of knowing each other in a non-formal way exists. 

Such an informal relationship can form the starting point of a unilateral contract-based 

alliance. After the equity joint ventures phase, a phase called merger is added as an equity 

joint venture can ultimately result in a merge which makes an end to any form of alliance 

structure. The key distinguishing characteristics of the four alliance structures even as those 

of the two added phases are shown in figure 3 on page 8. This figure will be used to map and 

visualize the alliance structuring processes of the cases in paragraph 6.3. 

 

2.4 Gaps in literature 
 
In this research, I will focus especially on the combination of the two abovementioned topics, 

namely risk behavior and alliances.  

Alliances can be present in many forms with many different kinds of companies. Companies 

can have alliances with buyers as well as suppliers, or with research or development partners, 

whereby these companies can also differ in size, industry and structure. Within this master 

thesis I will especially focus on alliances of small high tech start up companies with a large 

non-profit organization, which is the Eindhoven, University of Technology (TU/e) in this 

research. Besides the gaps in literature regarding risk behavior and alliances individually, also 

some gaps regarding a combination of these two topics are found, whereby entrepreneurial 

firm – university relations are taken into account. Shane (2002) did some review on 
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publications on university – entrepreneurial firm interactions and thereby also indicated 

several areas in which relatively little is known. He suggests six points of recommendation for 

future research. These are: 

1.  Examine the differences between entrepreneurial companies generated by universities 

and entrepreneurial companies seeking university assistance. 

2.  Examine the differences between types of entrepreneurial companies. 

3.  Examine the differences across industries. 

4.  Examine the differences across types of universities. 

5.  Examine the differences across the stage of development. 

6.  Examine one-time and repeat firms. 

 
In this research several of these topics will be taken (partly) into account, namely (1) the 

examination of differences between entrepreneurial companies generated by universities and 

entrepreneurial companies seeking university assistance. Shane (2002) mentions the 

following about this topic: The review of existing publications suggested that there were two 

different models of entrepreneurial company interaction with universities. The first model 

was one in which university faculty (or sometimes other entrepreneurs) identified a university 

discovery that they sought to commercialize by starting a new company or growing a small 

company. The second model was one in which an entrepreneur sought assistance from the 

university to further develop his or her company. Although there was no systematic evidence 

on this topic, the existing research suggested that some types of university–entrepreneurial 

firm interaction (e.g., contract research and licensing) may be used predominantly by firms 

following model one and other types of entrepreneurial firm interaction (e.g., technology 

development) were used by firms following the second model.  

The second topic taken into account will be (2) the examination of differences between 

different types of entrepreneurial companies, on which Shane (2002) mentions: The review of 

existing publications did not differentiate between the types of entrepreneurial companies 

interacting with universities. However, firms started by university faculties are likely to 

interact with universities in different ways from those started by professional entrepreneurs. 

In addition, venture capital-backed firms are likely to interact differently from bootstrapped 

companies.  

Third and last, (5) the examination of the differences across the stage of development will be 

partly taken into account, on which Shane (2002) mentions: One area in which no information 

was found was the effect of the stage of development on university–entrepreneurial firm 

interaction. It is plausible to assume that such interaction is different when the firm is 

developing the proof of principle, prototyping, making initial sales or developing a second 

generation of products. Since what may prove to be best practice at one stage may be less 

effective at another stage, future research should explore this important question. 

 
In the next chapter I will further discuss the literature and models that I used to structure my 

research whereafter the research questions will be presented in chapter 4. 
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3.  Risk behavior within alliances 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter the topics of entrepreneurial risk behavior and alliances discussed in chapter 2 

will be brought together and added with literature and models for structuring my research. 

University research and technology transfer to entrepreneurial companies is important and 

increasing (Shane, 2002). Though, until now not much research is conducted to the processes 

within this phenomenon. With this research I want to shed more light on the topics regarding 

entrepreneurial firm – university relations. The target hereby lies on research regarding the 

risk perception and behavior of small high tech start up companies having an alliance with a 

large non-profit organization which will be the Eindhoven, University of Technology (TU/e) 

in my research.  

In the following paragraphs the level of analysis will be determined, followed by a discussion 

on alliance process structuring whereafter the topic of risk behavior will be brought into this 

process. Then, a model for risk diagnosing will be presented and the essence of dynamic 

capabilities will be discussed. Finally some factors with which alliance success can be 

influenced will be presented. 

 

3.2 Level of analysis 
 
Before the research questions can be stated, the level of analysis should be determined. 

Davidson and Wiklund (2001) researched the levels of analysis of articles over time in three 

leading entrepreneurship journals. Some conclusions that could be made from that research 

are that entrepreneurship research is dominated by micro-level analysis, pre-dominantly using 

the firm or the individual as the level of analysis. This micro-level dominance seems to have 

increased over the years and accordingly, the share of aggregate level studies has declined. 

They also concluded that studies on different levels of analysis can not only be valuable, but 

that the levels are also intimately entwined.  

 

In this master thesis project the alliance between a small high tech start up and a large non-

profit organization is under examination. This is done by interviewing the owners of small 

high tech start up companies about their risk perception on the alliance with a large non-profit 

organization. Within this large non-profit organization, the person responsible for the alliance 

is also interviewed about his risk perception, and that of the department and organization he is 

working for, on the alliance with the small high tech start up company.  

 

By doing this, I will focus both on the micro level and the aggregate level. The micro level 

focuses on the individuals and firms itself which is of relevance as the founder(s) are at first 

often the only employees in high-tech start up companies. The aggregate level is also of 

relevance as company to company interactions and relations will be examined in this research.  

 
When taking value disciplines into account, the companies involved in alliances have certain 

business strategies and ambitions with the idea on running their business and start the 

alliance. Treacy and Wiersema (1993) mention three value disciplines that companies focus 

on when delivering superior customer value, namely operational excellence, customer 

intimacy and product leadership. Operational excellence is about providing customers with 

reliable products or services at competitive prices and delivered with minimal difficulty or 

inconvenience. Customer intimacy means segmenting and targeting markets precisely and 

then tailoring offerings to match exactly the demands of those niches. Companies that excel in 

customer intimacy combine detailed customer knowledge with operational flexibility so they 

can respond quickly to almost any need, from customizing a product to fulfilling special 

requests. Product leadership is about offering customers leading-edge products and services 

that consistently enhance the customers’ use or application of the product, thereby making 
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rivals’ goods obsolete. What can be concluded from this is that operational excellence deals 

with the best total costs, customer intimacy deals with the best total solution, and product 

leadership deals with the best products. The value discipline a company runs is also of affect 

on the alliances this company is in need of and will start. A company driven by operational 

excellence will for example set very specific targets regarding costs to the companies it has 

alliances with. Companies driven by customer intimacy will for example set targets regarding 

lead time and quality, and product leadership driven companies will focus mainly on quality 

when setting alliance targets. When fitting the value disciplines of two companies within an 

alliance the culture, organization, management systems and information technology of both 

companies are of relevance. When companies differ a lot on one or more of these factors, 

alliance forming will be very hard as each company will have very different ways of thinking 

and working on certain topics. When the value disciplines and thereby the cultures, 

organizations, management systems and information technologies of both companies fit, the 

expectations of both companies regarding these disciplines can be set clear.   

In the entrepreneurial firm – university alliances the value disciplines do not fit very well as 

there exists a profit – non-profit difference, even as a scientific culture – business culture 

difference and a difference in company sizes. Therefore research to the alliance structuring 

processes and the risk perceptions and –behavior in this is interesting.  

For this research, most start ups are expected to have value disciplines in the form of 

customer intimacy or product leadership. Operational excellence will be of minor relevance as 

it often comes with large volume production, whereby high tech start up companies mainly 

focus on niche markets in their start up phases or depend strongly on a single patent as they 

are too small to be competitive already.  

 

3.3 Quickly formed and slowly evolving strategic alliances 
 
Substantial research has been carried out on strategic alliances, especially their motivations, 

antecedents, formation, and outcome. However, with few exceptions (e.g., Ring and Van de 

Ven, 1994), researchers have paid far less attention to the developmental processes of 

strategic alliances, i.e., the processes through which alliances are negotiated, formed, 

operated, evaluated, reformed, and terminated (Das and Teng, 2002). 

Despite research attention on alliance development processes, understanding of the alliance 

developmental processes remains quite limited. For example, although alliances are known to 

be highly evolutionary and unstable (Das and Teng, 2000a), it is still unclear how and why 

changes take place in alliances (Das and Teng, 2002).  

In this research, I suggest that the strategic alliance structuring processes takes place for two 

types of alliances: 

1. Alliances that more or less suddenly arise when one of the parties involved has a 

certain need, or sees a certain opportunity in which the other party can fullfill. The 

parties involved often first meet each other informally via their own network, a 

network session or just an appointment made. Here after is decided whether to talk in 

more detail with each other, and make a selection on the best co-operation agreement 

that should be formed to start the alliance. Although these start ups come from 

outside the TU/e does not mean that these companies might not be owned by persons 

who studied or worked at the university in the past and decided to start up a company 

after having built up some working experience. These type of alliances can involve 

projects (subsidized or paid for by the start up) that are conducted by the TU/e for the 

start up, but can also involve more closely enstrangled relationships whereby the 

parties work together for a longer term and the start up also pays for facilities, 

knowledge, etc used. Though, because a certain distance or (cultural) difference is 

present between the two parties as they first both operated in a different way and 

different environment, the alliance is expected to change less constructively through 

time than is the case within the slowly alliance structuring processes. Because the 

start ups involved in the quickly formed cases are often in search for something the 
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TU/e has and not the other way around, they are expected to be more responsible for 

taking the lead in the alliance process, while in the slowly evolving cases the TU/e at 

first takes the lead whereafter the start up slowly takes over this responsibility as the 

TU/e policy focuses on valorizing their knowledge via start up creation. 

2. Alliances that arise from an informal relation that the CEO (or start up) and the 

contact person (or TU/e) already had before the start up was formed. Alliances of this 

type are called slowly evolving alliances in this research. This could be the case when 

the CEO for example studies or works at the university at the time he decides to start 

up a company. When this is decided upon, the TU/e Innovation Lab offers support in 

the form of a CTE program, within which a non disclosure agreement between the 

two parties has to be signed by the CEO. From this, the co-operation might intensify 

on a start up – TU/e faculty level and working contracts based on (subsidy) projects 

could be signed. Also the TU/e Holding might get involved for IP related issues, 

facilities, financials, etc. whereby the TU/e might decide to take a part of ownership 

in the start up company. In this way the alliance has slowly evolved from an informal 

relationship to a (minority) equity alliance.  

 

3.4 Structuring the alliance processes 
 
In this research the definition of ‘process’ will be used as proposed by Van de Ven (1992): ‘a 

sequence of events that describes how things change over time’. As discussed in the last 

paragraph, alliances can both slowly evolve and be formed quickly. These processes of 

quickly formed alliances (yellow arrows) as well as slowly evolving alliances (blue arrows) 

are both visualized in figure 4 below. When companies or persons within companies know 

each other from an informal relationship, they might decide to do business together or sign a 

business contract whereafter they evaluate and decide to sign a new contract or even to 

expand this contract to a minority equity alliance, equity joint venture alliance or merge. In 

this way the alliance slowly evolves through time from an informal relationship to an alliance 

structure and further. The alliance structure can change through time both towards the right 

and the left in figure 4.  

On the other hand, companies can also decide to start an alliance structure together while they 

had (almost) no relationship or alliance before. In figure 4 can be seen that all alliance 

structures can be formed quickly. In this case the alliance quickly arises from an opportunity 

that is seen or a nescessity of one or both of the companies. When these companies then have 

worked together for several years, they might decide to expand or degrade the alliance and 

start working together on another alliance structure base whereafter the alliance structure 

begins to slowly evolve further.  

 

In this research, companies that started from within an incubator or faculty at the university in 

an informal way after which this informal relation slowly evolves into an alliance with the 

university are compared to companies that have not started within the incubator or a faculty of 

the university, but are founded by persons coming from outside the university and somehow 

decided to start an alliance with the university. This is done to gain more insight into the 

differences in characteristics, risks and assets and resources that lie at the basis of the strategic 

alliance structuring processes of these two types of alliances. Also more insight is gained on 

the manner in which the TU/e should deal with these two different types of alliances. In the 

following chapter, a model is presented that will be used as a framework to conduct this 

research. 

 

For the cases subject to this research, I expect the opportunities and/or nescessities lying at the 

basis of the quickly formed- and most slowly evolving alliances to be seen by the start ups 

and not by the TU/e itself. Though, by the creation of the TU/e Innovation Lab five years ago, 

the TU/e also searches more actively for opportunities itself, and therefore for some cases the  
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opportunity might be seen by the TU/e Innovation Lab whereafter a team is created around 

some piece of intellectual property. Though, the interests to form the alliance of all parties 

involved are expected to show large differences and therefore for each case it is expected to 

be of high relevance for alliance success on which TU/e ‘level’ or with which TU/e 

department the alliance is closed. 

Especially for the slowly evolving start ups the alliance interests are expected to be more 

about intellectual property, knowledge and facilities, whereas the alliance interests for the 

quickly formed cases are expected to be more of a knowledge base only. The interests of the 

TU/e can be divided over five ‘levels’, namely TU/e Innovation Lab, TU/e professor, TU/e 

faculty, TU/e Holding and TU/e overall. Hereby the interests of the TU/e Holding and TU/e 

Innovation Lab are more of a financial base as these both are companies on themselves. The 

TU/e Holding especially deals with money owned by the TU/e where the TU/e Innovation 

Lab deals mostly with those financials that come in in the form of governmental subsidies for 

both the TU/e and the start up when an alliance is created. These financials are often spend on 

further research within TU/e faculties, and therefore their interest and that of the TU/e 

professor especially is expected to be in the form of further research that brings in new 

publications, personnel places, et cetera. The TU/e faculties can also have interest in a 

financial form when the start up pays rent for office space, facility use, et cetera. The interests 

of the TU/e overall is especially the forming of an entrepreneurial image to governments, 

society and industry. Although the interests of both parties involved vary widely, a mutual 

benefit is present that lies at the basis of the alliance success. When no mutual benefit is 

present, the alliance is expected to be unlikely to succeed. 

 

3.5 Risk behavior within the alliance forming process 
 
Although alliances are mostly formed out of a need or opportunity, each process of alliance 

forming (quickly formed or slowly evolving) and thereby the alliance structure that is chosen 

(unilateral contract-based alliance, bilateral contract-based alliance, minority equity alliances, 

or joint venture) will bring different risks and risk behavior to each company involved.  

Diagnoses and management of the alliance forming processes and the risks and risk behavior 

coming with them is of vital importance to make the alliance successful. Before a certain 

alliance structure is chosen, several characteristics come into play for both companies. Das 

and Teng (2001) divide these characteristics into psychological and situational characteristics, 

whereby the psychological characteristics are different for both companies, while the 

situational characteristics are the same for both companies. This can be seen in figure 5. By 

combining the psychological and situational characteristics each company gets a certain risk 

perception of the situation.  

In this master thesis project, I will divide these characteristics in a more specific way, namely 

into individual, organizational, problem-related and environmental characteristics. In chapter 

4 this will be discussed further. 

The abovementioned risk perception of the situation is formed out of two types of risk, 

namely relational risk and performance risk. Relational risk is concerned with the probability 

and consequences that a partner firm does not commit itself to the alliance in the desired 

manner. In other words, it encompasses those relational problems that may hinder the 

achievement of strategic objectives, such as the partner's opportunistic behavior. On the other 

hand, performance risk refers to those factors that may jeopardize the achievement of 

strategic objectives, given that the partners co-operate fully. While relational risk is concerned 

with the relationship between the partners, performance risk refers to the relationship between 

the partnership and the environment (Das and Teng, 2001).  

The risk perception each company has gained will be taken further into account in the 

companies’ structure preference. By looking at the structure preferences of both companies, 

agreement can be reached on the structure after which a certain strategic alliance structure 

will be chosen. The complete process as described above is shown in the risk perception 

model of strategic alliance structuring in figure 5. 
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3.6 Risk diagnosing methodology 
 
To diagnose and manage the risk perceptions regarding relational risk and performance risk, a 

methodology presented by Halman and Keizer (1994) will be used as a basis. This 

methodology is often used to identify and evaluate technological, organizational and business 

risks in product innovation, and is called Risk Diagnosing Methodology (RDM) (see figure 6 

for an outline of this methodology). The methodology allows a firm to diagnose thoroughly 

and systematically the technological, organizational and business risks a project faces, and to 

formulate and implement suitable risk management strategies. The results of a study by 

Keizer, Halman and Song (2002) shows that RDM outcomes can also be used to build a 

knowledge base of potential risks in product innovation projects. As RDM is designed to 

apply at the end of the feasibility phase of the process, it might also be interesting within the 

field of new venture creation, especially for start up companies that deal with new to the 

market products.   

 

 
Figure 6: Outline of Risk Diagnosing Methodology (RDM) (Halman and Keizer, 1994) 

 
By locating the several risks that come up with each project and process of the 

abovementioned ways of alliance structuring and identifying the seriousness of these risks and 

determining the way capabilities are applied to minimize or avoid these risks, the differences 

in risk perceptions and risk behavior between the alliance (formation) processes will be 

determined in this research. After this, conclusions will be drawn about the way the quickly 

formed and slowly evolving alliance forming processes can be supported best.  
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3.7 Dynamic capabilities 
 
The diagnosis of assets or resources that a firm uses to overcome certain risks is not quite 

relevant as assets or resources, by themselves, cannot be a source of competitive advantage, 

which is acknowledged by most scholars. That is, resources can only be a source of 

competitive advantage if they are used to ‘do something;’ i.e., if those resources are exploited 

through business processes. Stalk, Evans, and Shulman (1992), for example, state that ‘the 

building blocks of corporate strategy are not products and markets but business processes.’ 

Porter (1991) argued that ‘resources are not valuable in and of themselves, but they are 

valuable because they allow firms to perform activities . . . business processes are the source 

of competitive advantage.’ (Barney, 2004).  

Resource-based view (RBV) asserts that firms gain and sustain competitive advantages by 

deploying valuable resources and capabilities that are inelastic in supply (Wernerfelt, 1984; 

Barney, 1986, 1991; Peteraf, 1993). Most of the work of resource based view examines the 

impact of firm-specific resources on the overall performance of a firm. Of course, not all 

business processes will be a source of competitive advantage for a firm. Resource-based logic 

suggests that business processes that exploit valuable but common resources can only be a 

source of competitive parity; business processes that exploit valuable and rare resources can 

be a source of temporary competitive advantage; and business processes that exploit valuable, 

rare, and costly-to-imitate resources can be a source of sustained competitive advantage 

(Barney, 1991). In addition, to realize the full competitive potential of its resources and 

capabilities, a firm must organize its business processes efficiently and effectively (Barney 

and Wright, 1998). 

Firms that fail to efficiently and effectively translate their resources and capabilities into 

business processes cannot expect to realize the competitive advantage potential of these 

resources. In the long run, the failure to exploit resources and capabilities through business 

processes may result in the deterioration of their ability to generate competitive advantages. 

By focusing on the resource-based view of the firms within their alliance business processes, 

more understanding can be gained on how competitive advantage is achieved and how that 

advantage might be sustained over time. Resources form the basis of unique value-creating 

strategies and their related activity systems address specific markets and customers in 

distinctive ways, which leads to competitive advantage (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000).  

One can think of several ‘assets or resources’ within the context of resource based view. In 

my research I will focus on the dynamic capabilities within the firms during their alliance 

structuring processes. According to Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), dynamic capabilities 

consist of specific strategic and organizational processes like product development, alliancing, 

and strategic decision making that create value for firms within dynamic markets by 

manipulating resources into new value-creating strategies. Dynamic capabilities are the 

antecedent organizational and strategic routines by which managers alter their resource base – 

aquire and shed resources, integrate them together, and recombine them – to generate new 

value-creating strategies (Grant, 1996; Pisano, 1994). Dynamic capabilities consist of 

identifiable and specific routines whereby some dynamic capabilities integrate resources.  

Product development routines by which managers combine their varied skills and functional 

backgrounds to create revenue-producing products and services are such a dynamic capability 

(Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Similarly, strategic decision making is a dynamic capability in 

which managers pool their various business, functional, and personal expertise to make the 

choices that shape the major strategic moves of the firm. Other dynamic capabilities focus on 

reconfiguaration of resources within firms. Transfer processes including routines for 

replication and brokering are used by managers to copy, transfer, and recombine resources, 

especially knowledge-based ones, within the firm. 

Resource allocation routines are used to distribute scarce resources such as capital and 

manufacturing assets from central points within the hierarchy.  

Other dynamic capabilities are related to the gain and release of resources. These include 

knowledge creation routines whereby managers and others build new thinking within the 
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firm. They also include alliance and acquisition routines that bring new resources into the 

firm from external sources.  

Exit routines that jettison resource combinations that no longer provide competitive advantage 

are also critical dynamic capabilities as markets undergo change (Eisenhardt and Martin, 

2000). 

As dynamic capabilities are often characterized as unique and ideosyncratic processes that 

emerge from path-dependent histories of individual firms (Teece et al., 1997) the examination 

of them in combination with the processes of quickly formed alliances as well as slowly 

evolving alliances might give interesting results.  

There are more and less effective ways to execute particular dynamic capabilities such as 

alliancing, strategic decision making, and knowledge brokering, so there is ‘best practice’. 

Though, the existence of common features among effective dynamic capabilities does not, 

however, imply that any particular dynamic capability is exactly alike across firms. Managers 

of firms that develop an effective dynamic capability such as patching, knowledge creation, or 

alliancing processes very probably begin the development of that capability from different 

starting points, and take unique paths. Since they end up with capabilities that are similar in 

terms of key attributes, there are multiple paths (equifinality) to the same dynamic 

capabilities. Sustained competitive advantage occurs when capabilities are not only valuable 

and rare, but also inimitable, immobile, and nonsubstitutable. Dynamic capabilities are 

typically valuable. They may be rare or at least not possessed by all competitors equally. 

Though, equifinality renders inimitability and immobility irrelevant to sustained advantage. 

So firms can gain the same capabilities from many paths, and independent from other firms. 

Whether they can imitate other firms or move resources is not particularly relevant because 

managers of firms can discover them on their own. Dynamic capabilities are substitutable 

because they need to have key features in common to be effective, but they can actually be 

different in terms of many details. This suggests that dynamic capabilities per se can be a 

source of competitive, but not sustainable, advantage. 
The order of implementation of dynamic capabilities is consequential. Dynamic capabilities 

are often combinations of simpler capabilities and related routines, some of which may be 

foundational to others and so must be learned first. This is also called ‘sequenced steps’ 

(Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997). 

Overall, dynamic capabilities are best conceptualized as tools that manipulate resource 

configurations. Sometimes it is effective to use these tools to enhance existing resource 

configurations and to strenghten the current position using resource based views’ path 

dependent strategic logic of leverage. With this, long-term competitive advantage is gained.  

In addition to dynamic capabilities, capital in the form of social, human and intellectual 

capital and (conflict) management skills might also play a role in the (non-)successfulness of 

an alliance. 

 

By determining the assets and resources relevant to both companies within the alliance, and 

looking at the way they are used in strategic and organizational processes the manner in 

which start ups deal with these resources in order to create valuable strategies can be 

examined. In this research the way interviewees of the quickly formed cases conduct this will 

be compared to the way interviewees of the slowly evolving cases do this. 

 

3.8 Alliance success 
 
For the examinination of the manner in which an alliance is a success or a failure, Whipple 

and Frankel (2000) present a list of 18 factors compiled from an extensive literature review 

that may influence the success of an alliance. From this list each interviewee is asked to select 

the factors that are of most influence on and of relevance to their alliance. The list of the 18 

factors is shown in figure 7 below. Together with the other information gathered from the 

interviews (cases), the manner of success of each alliance can be examined and compared to 
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the other cases. This can be done between the cases individually as well as between the 

quickly formed and slowly evolving cases.  

 

 
Figure 7: Factors which may influence alliance success/failure (Whipple and Frankel, 2000)  
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4. Structuring the research 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter the topics of risk behavior and alliance structuring are combined and 

added and discussed upon with other factors that are of influence on alliance success. By 

doing this, a basis is formed on which this chapter elaborates to ultimately present four 

research sub-questions and one overall research question. 

Nowadays, the focus of high tech ventures is situated more and more on open innovation 

(Chesbrough, 2003). Alliancing and joint venture forming play a mayor role in the process of 

open innovation. As a result, the number of newly established alliances increases rapidly as 

can be seen in figure 8 below. 

 

 
Figure 8: Number of newly established alliances (De Man and Duysters, 2007) 

 
For high tech start ups it is therefore interesting to know in what way this process of 

alliancing can be dealt with in the most successful way when starting up. The more because 

alliance proactiveness leads to superior market-based performance and this effect is stronger 

for small firms operating in unstable market environments (Sarkar, Echambadi, Harrison, 

2001). Determining and choosing the right alliance structure, based on risk perception is 

thereby key for alliance success. Though, in the meanwhile it is found that most of the 

entrepreneurial firms appear to shy away from a seemingly sensible alliancing strategy and 

the number of entrepreneurial firms involved in strategic alliances is proportionately much 

less than established companies (Das and Teng, 1997). By conducting more research to the 

alliance forming process of entrepreneurial firms, these firms can be better supported and 

guided in their search for alliances and the conduction of their alliancing strategy. The 

creation of right settings or locations in which companies find themselves comfortable to start 

alliances could also be improved. For locations where companies operating in the same 

industry are grouped together or locations where open innovation is standard, alliance 

forming is already stimulated but might also be improved or supported by more research on 

this topic. 

Recently, a lot of research has been conducted to (entrepreneurial) alliance forming or 

structuring as well as (entrepreneurial) risk behavior individually. These two factors 

determine for a large extend the (non-)successfulness of entrepreneurial firms in today’s open 

innovation environments. Though, until now, only some minor research has been conducted 

to the combination of these two very influential subjects in today’s business. This research is 

often conducted within larger companies or multinationals that are dependent on smaller 

companies for their needs of specific technologies (i.e. Hagedoorn and Sadowski, 1999; Das 

and Teng, 2001). No research on the abovementioned combination has been found whereby 
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explicitly the alliance structuring processes within entrepreneurial firms are examined. One of 

the authors who started some research to the combination of alliance structuring and risk 

behavior and also presented some models on this topic are Das and Teng. In Das and Teng 

(2001) a differentiation is made between relational risk and performance risk in the strategic 

alliance forming process which they suggest to apply in future research and also in other 

applications such as the rationale for alliance formation, alliance performance, and the 

evolving alliance process. 

In this research the models presented by das and teng (2001) will be used by adapting them to 

the nature of this research and make them useful for examining the alliance structuring 

processes of entrepreneurial firm – university alliances. These models, in addition of some 

research questions are presented in the following paragraph. 

 

4.2 Research questions 
 
In this master thesis project, I will examine the differences in alliance structure choice of high 

tech entrepreneurial firms and their TU/e contact persons even as their reasons or interests for 

this choice, the capabilities used to support this choice and the alliance success. Although I 

will do this for entrepreneurial firms and their TU/e contact persons, the strategic alliance 

structure scheme of Das and Teng (2001) as presented in figure 5 can serve as a very useful 

basis. In figure 9 is shown what additions are made to this model for conducting my research.  

Research conducted by Hagedoorn and Sadowski (1996) shows a similar kind of process as 

presented in the adapted model shown in figure 9. Though, they explored a different transition 

process, namely from strategic technology partnering directly to mergers and acquisitions by 

concentrating on cooperation-integration aspects of inter-firm relationships, especially 

looking at large companies or multinationals. They mention that as long as sectors of industry 

or fields of technology can be characterized as turbulent environments with high 

technological risk (Ring and van de Ven, 1992), combinations of internal learning and the 

timely absorption of new technologies through alliances can be more effective than takeovers 

or mergers of (parts of) companies. In other words, for technological renewal under dynamic-

competitive circumstances (Garud, 1994) where knowledge expires quickly, flexible 

partnering with capable partners might be more adequate than an encroachment strategy 

leading to formal integration. 

In this research, the focus lies more on the strategic alliance structuring process of high tech 

entrepreneurial firms that either have a slowly alliance or a quickly formed alliance with the 

university. Hereby the interviewee has to be the (co-)owner of the company as it is essential 

that the information on the alliance structure choices is known by the person interviewed.  

Alliances can appear in many forms, i.e. large company – small company alliances, alliances 

between two small or two large companies, profit – profit or profit – non-profit alliances, 

horizontal or vertical alliances. In this research the focus lies on small company – large 

company alliances, whereby the small company is a high tech start company and the large 

company a non-profit organization. In this research the non-profit organization will be a 

university, namely the Eindhoven, University of Technology. 

One of the main topics of interest in this research is the manner in which small high tech 

profit company – large non-profit company alliances are formed, how these alliances evolve 

over time and what risk behavior comes with these alliance processes. From this, more insight 

should be gained on the differences in risk behavior between the different ways (quickly 

formed vs. slowly evolving) of alliance forming, and the capabilities that companies are in 

need of by each type of alliance structure. To accomplish this, the following general research 

question is stated. 

 
What are the differences in success, risk perception and –behavior, interests and dynamic 

capabilities between quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances? 
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To answer this research question, I will conduct case studies in which persons from eleven 

high tech entrepreneurial firms and their contact person within the non-profit organization 

will be interviewed. For five of these cases, the alliances evolved slowly and for five cases the 

alliances were quickly formed. For one case, the alliance evolved slowly, but the CEO of the 

company also functions as the contact person within the TU/e. By interviewing this person, 

the interests of the CEOs and contact persons of the quickly formed and slowly evolving 

cases can be compared to the situation whereby the CEO is also the contact person of the start 

up. I expect a larger presence of risk perception and -behavior for the quickly formed 

alliances than for the slowly evolving alliances as these alliances are more unknown to each 

other. Thereby, I expect a larger presence of interests for the TU/e departments for slowly 

evolving alliances than for quickly formed alliances as these alliances are very much focused 

on the long term. By finding answers to the subquestions described below as well as the 

research question stated above, more insight is gained in the entrepreneurial risk behavior 

processes around alliance forming and structuring.  

 
The subquestions are stated by using the risk perception model of strategic alliance 

structuring shown in figure 5 as a basis. In this model, the creation process of a strategic 

alliance structure is described. It includes managerial risk perceptions and various antecedents 

to the perceptions. By adapting this model and make it useful to the model with the alliance 

creation processes of quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances, the 

psychological and situational characteristics are expanded. In the model of Das and Teng 

psychological and situational characteristics are shown to be of influence on a firm’s risk 

perception. In my literature study four characteristics of influence on risk behavior are 

mentioned, namely individual, organizational, problem-related or process and environmental 

characteristics. The psychological characteristics of Das and Teng (2001) are therefore 

divided into individual and organizational characteristics and the situational characteristics 

into problem-related or process and environmental characteristics. I thus made a more 

detailed division of the characteristics on the risk perceptions by restructuring the model of 

Das and Teng. The term ‘risk perception’ is used to refer to those ambiguities, as perceived by 

prospective alliance partners, about the future events that may negatively impact on the 

performance of the alliance, whereby alliance performance refers to the degree to which 

partner firms' objectives are achieved in an alliance (Das and Teng, 2001). Because in this 

research, interviewees are asked about an alliance creation process that already took place, 

they are asked about the perceptions they had on the alliance when it started. Therefore, 

certain hindsight bias has to be taken into account here.  

The adapted model of Das and Teng will be used as a basis to ultimately determine the 

manner of alliance success. The result of this is shown in figure 9 below. In this figure, Q1 to 

Q4 represent the relation to the four subquestions stated below. 
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To examine the relevance of these characteristics to the different alliance structures the 

following sub-question is stated. In paragraph 6.6.1 this sub-question is supported by several 

hypotheses that are used for further examination of the significance of these characteristics. 

 

Question 1 (Q1): How do the (group/individual, organizational, problem-related and 

environmental) characteristics underlying the structural alliance preference via the firms risk 

perception differ between quickly formed and slowly evolving alliances. 

 

Second, according to Das and Teng (2001), two types of risk are key when discussing alliance 

structuring or forming, namely relational risk and performance risk. The structural alliance 

preferences of a venture are based on the perceptions of these two risks. To examine and discuss 

a ventures’ risk perceptions regarding relational risk and performance risk and examining how 

the venture locates and deals with these risks the RDM methodology presented by Halman and 

Keizer (1994) might give support. The following sub-question is stated to examine the possible 

differences in performance and relational risks between quickly formed and slowly evolving 

alliances. I expect more relational- and performance risks to be present for the quickly formed 

cases than for the slowly evolving cases as the parties involved in quickly formed cases do not 

know each other as thorough as parties involved in slowly evolving alliances. Though, as slowly 

evolving alliances focus more often on the longer term, this might also bring additional 

relational- and performance risks.   

 

Question 2 (Q2): What performance and relational risks are present within the alliance forming 

processes of quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances? 

 

In addition, ‘assets or resources’ in the form of dynamic capabilities, human capital, social 

capital, intellectual capital and (conflict) management skills are brought in by the parties 

involved or created with the forming of the alliance and therefore lie at the basis of the risk 

perceptions. Of these, I will especially focus on the dynamic capabilities. In the next sub 

question the role of dynamic capabilities within the alliance creation process as well as within 

the alliance management process is examined. Dynamic capabilities lie within the framework of 

resource based view and are often characterized as unique and ideosyncratic processes that 

emerge from path-dependent histories of individual firms (Teece et al., 1997). The examination 

of them in combination with the processes of quickly formed alliances as well as slowly 

evolving alliances might give interesting results. Hereby I will focus on the added value of the 

start ups themselves, the added value of the non-profit partner and the value of the alliance 

between these two.  

By applying dynamic capabilities on the processes of quickly formed alliances as well as slowly 

evolving alliances one can also think of the influence of a short-term and long-term alliance 

focus which thereby has influence on differences in agreements on the alliance, the manner in 

which patents and licenses are used within the alliance process, or boundary conditions that 

come with the alliance agreement. 

 

Question 3 (Q3): What role do dynamic capabilities play within the alliance creation process as 

well as in the alliance management process of both quickly formed and slowly evolving 

alliances?  

 

Whipple and Frankel (2000) conducted research to the factors that influence alliance success. 

The result of this is presented in the form of a list of 18 influential factors. By using this list in 

determining the differences between quickly formed and slowly evolving alliances, the 

differences in influential success factors between these alliance forms can be determined. 

Hereby I expect the factor ‘trust’ to play one of the most significant roles as this lies at the basis 

of successful alliance structuring. When a lack of ‘trust’ is present it is unlikely that the alliance 

structure will be more than an informal relation only.  

 

Question 4 (Q4): What underlies the success of the slowly evolved or quickly formed alliances 

and what factors are of mayor influence on the success of the alliance? 
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5. Research method 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
To answer the research questions as stated in the previous chapter, a case study is conducted. 

Hereby persons from ten high tech start up companies are interviewed even as their contact 

person within the non-profit organization (Eindhoven, University of Technology). The 

interviews with the persons of the high tech start up companies will take approximately 60 

minutes and contains both closed and open ended questions. The interviews with the persons of 

the non-profit organization will take approximately 30 to 45 minutes. The questionnaires used 

for these interviews are shown in appendix A and B respectively. In the following paragraphs 

the case study research and its design are described, as well as the research methodology 

concluding with a brief description on the companies interviewed. 

 

5.2 Case study research 
 
For the theory induction by making use of case studies, the case study process descriptions of 

Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin (2003) are used. The process is highly iterative and tightly linked to 

data. The case study research approach is especially appropriate in new topic areas and the 

resultant theory is often novel, testable, and empirically valid. Both Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin 

(2003) present a roadmap for building theories form case study research, which can be seen in 

figure 10 and 11 respectively. 

 

 
Figure 10: Process of building theory from case study research (Eisenhardt, 1989) 
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Figure 11: Case study method by Yin (2003)  

 
Case study evidence may be qualitative (e.g. words), quantitative (e.g. numbers) or both. These 

data collection methods are typically combined by case studies. For example quantitative data 

from questionnaires can be combined with qualitative evidence from interviews and 

observations.  

According to Darke et al. (1998) case study research enables the capture and understanding of 

context when studying these phenomena, and can be used to achieve a variety of research aims 

using diverse data collection and analysis methods. Weaknesses of case study research include 

difficulties in generalizing research results and the subjectivity of the data collection and 

analysis processes. In addition, there might be practical difficulties associated with undertaking 

case study research, for example obtaining the participation of organizations in case study 

research, ensuring effective and efficient data collection processes, and establishing rigour in 

writing up case study research so that it is publishable in academic journals.  

 

5.3 Research methodology  
 
No the theory on case study research has been presented, this paragraph describes the 

methodology used to examine the research questions more thoroughly. The unit of analysis is the 

ventures alliance process. The level of analysis will be micro as well as aggragate level. I will 

conduct the case study on a micro level by interviewing individuals that are representative for 

the organization as a whole, i.e. the founder of the venture, about processes that are present on 

the aggregate level of the venture as the alliance process also is about inter-firm activities. The 

contact persons within the TU/e are found to be present on different ‘levels’ within the TU/e. 

 
5.3.1 Research plan 

 
Because this research is of an exploratory nature, I chose for the conduction of an exploratory 

case study to find answers to the research questions and develop pertinent propositions for 

further inquiry.  

For planning the case study research, the schematic overview for building theory from case 

study research of Eisenhardt (1989) that is shown in figure 10 is followed combined with the 

case study method presented by Yin (2003) in figure 11. 
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As in depth information on the creation process of alliances is needed in my research it is 

preferred to talk with founders or co-founders of the company, as they ultimately decide on 

alliance creation processes within new ventures. It is also preferred to talk to the first contact 

person of the company with the university. Thereby it is essential that the people that will be 

interviewed already worked for the company before the alliance creation process was started.  

Within the case study, I will interview both the (co-)owner of the high tech start up companies as 

well as the contact person they have within the non-profit organization for the alliance with this 

organization. I will do this for eleven cases, of which five cases can be categorized as having a 

quickly formed alliance and five cases as having a slowly evolved alliance. For one case, the 

alliance evolved slowly, but the CEO of the company also functions as the contact person within 

the TU/e. With this interview the interests of the CEOs and contact persons of the quickly 

formed and slowly evolving cases can be compared to the situation whereby the CEO is also the 

contact person of the start up. This research will thus be based on a multiple case study, 

especially based on qualitative evidence.  

I will interview individuals within organizations about the partnerships between them, so the 

unit of analysis are partnerships between individuals within different organizations.  

The case study research is based on an embedded (multiple units of analysis) multiple-case 

design as shown in the lower right corner of figure 12 below. 

 

 
Figure 12: Basic types of designs for case studies (Yin 2003) 

 
Hereby the embedded unit of analysis 1 is the behavior, attitude and perception of the individual 

interviewed within the high tech start up company and the embedded unit of analysis 2 is the 

behavior, attitude and perception of the individual interviewed within the high tech non-profit 

organization. The case is the alliance between these two individuals in a highly technological 

context. 

 
The sources used for data collection are the individuals within the different organizations, 

whereby information is gained about an individual but also information is gained from this 

individual about the organization and the alliance. This can be easily done for the small high 

tech companies as the individual often is the owner of the small company and is therefore able to 

tell exactly how and why his organization works. On the non-profit side, data is also collected 

from an individual about this individual, the organization he works for, and about the individual 

of the small high tech company and this company and the alliance. As the individuals 

interviewed are closely related to the companies and the alliance itself as they are personnally 

involved in them, they can be asked directly on information about themselves but also about 
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their (partner) organization. In this case, data from archival records, other reported behavior, 

attitudes, and perceptions, personnel policies or organization outcomes are often hard to find in a 

publicly (unanonymized) form for most start ups or TU/e as these sources are often confidential. 

Therefore, for this research, the best way to gather this information is via an interview with the 

involved individuals. Though not used in this research, data already present could give the data 

gathered via interviews more validity, but by both interviewing the CEO of the start up and 

contact person within the TU/e, data gathered could also be checked and verified. By looking at 

the overview in figure 13, the focus of data collection in this research lies on the left side of the 

figure.  

 

 
Figure 13: Design versus data collection: different units of analysis (Yin, 2003) 

 
Data will especially be collected in the form of quantitative data gained via open ended 

questions. Though, some qualitative data is gained; for example, success factors that are 

experienced by the company will be asked for as well as a scaled grade for the relevance of such 

success factors. After the data collection, the data will be analyzed and used as an information 

source for answering the stated research question and sub-questions. 

 
5.3.2 Data collection procedure 

 
To answer the research question and its sub-questions stated in chapter 4, a questionnaire for 

supporting the case study is formulated. The case study consists of two questionnaires, one for 

the interviewees within the small high tech companies and one for the interviewees within the 

large non-profit organization, which are shown in appendix A and B respectively. These 

questionnaires consist of both closed and open ended questions. The interview has the following 

seven sections; section A consists of some overall questions about the interviewee, his company 

and its alliance history. Section B especially focuses on the alliance with the partner company 

(Eindhoven, University of Technology). Section C is about the individual, organizational, 

problem-related and environmental characteristics of the alliance. In section D and E 

(respectively D) both the relational risks as well as the performance risks present within the 

alliance is questioned about. Section F (respectively E) is about the dynamic capabilities of the 

company as well as the alliance. The last section G (respectively F) focuses on the success 

factors and the overall success of the alliance.  

The case study will be conducted in the form of focus interviews (Merton, Fiske and Kendall, 

1990) with owners of eleven high tech start up companies, whereby the interview will take 

approximately one hour. With the contact person(s) within the the non-profit organization also a 

focus interview is held which will take approximately 30 to 45 minutes. 

 
5.3.3 Data analysis 

 
For all questions it is of relevance to first analyze what the alliance structure at the start of the 

alliance was. Besides this, the target or essence of the alliance for both parties will be discussed. 

For the first sub question, that uses the risk perception model on strategic alliance structuring  

processes presented by Das and Teng (2001), the companies under examination will be asked for 

decisive people decisions or opinions on the individual, organizational, problem-related and 

environmental characteristics that were present or experienced while the alliance was formed. 

The results to these questions will be examined by making use of an ANOVA- and Quantitative 
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Descriptive Analysis (QDA) (Ragin, 1987). From this information the significance of the 

characteristics underlying the relational risks and performance risks can be determined.  

The second sub question also makes use of the RDM methodology presented by Halman and 

Keizer (1994). This methodology will be used as a guideline for the gathering of information on 

the experiences of the company with relational and performance risks. The choice for a certain 

alliance structure might also follow from the RDM methodology usage, but for this, only the 

first two steps of this methodology are relevant.  

For the third sub question the last two steps of the abovementioned RDM methodology can be 

used. By using this model, and stating several open ended questions on a companies’ 

capabilities, the manner in which the risks mentioned in previous sub questions are managed can 

be found and thereby the chosen alliance structure can be evaluated. 

The fourth sub question is not directly supported by a model but by a list of factors presented by 

Whipple and Frankel (2000) The presence and usage of these factors is asked for to determine 

the manner of success of the alliance. Also the essence of these factors is asked for by asking the 

interviewee which of these factors are most essential for him and his alliance.  

 
For the conduction of my case study, I selected eleven high tech start up companies for an 

interview with their (co-)owner. These companies are connected to the Eindhoven, University of 

Technology (TU/e) in the form of a development- or research based alliance. For this research, I 

asked each start up for their contact person at the TU/e. I contacted this person via phone and 

requested him or her to also participate in my research. In this way, I was able to interview both 

sides of the alliance and examine the differences on the alliance structuring process perception 

of both parties. As both a person from the small high tech company and a person from the large 

non-profit organization are interviewed, information on the alliance is gained from both sides of 

the alliance. This makes the data gained more accurate and reliable.  

For the conduction of the case study, five companies with a quickly formed alliance are chosen 

and five companies with a slowly evolving alliance are chosen. Besides comparing the quickly 

formed cases and the slowly evolving cases individually with each other to the cases of the same 

kind (quickly formed or slowly evolving), this makes it also possible to conduct a data analysis 

to the differences between the companies within the quickly formed alliance group and the 

companies within the slowly evolving alliance group.  

 
5.3.4 Validity and reliability  
 
The cases selected for this research come from several sources, namely the company database of 

the TU/e Innovation Lab and the network of my first supervisor. 

In this way, I was able to make a selection of cases from these two sources based on company 

profiles that would fit my research even as the quickly formed or slowly evolving alliance 

structure.  

 
Validity 

As evidence sources, I only made use of focus interviews (Merton, Fiske and Kendall, 1990) 

with both an interviewee of the high tech start up company and an interviewee of the large non-

profit organization. By interviewing both the CEO/CTO of the start up and the contact person 

within the TU/e, data triangulation is present as two sources are used for the data gathering. To 

make the research more valid, future research could also take into account other sources of 

evidence like documentation, archival records, direct observations, participant observation or 

physical artifacts (Yin, 2003). Due to the small time span for this research (21 weeks) and the 

fact that I was able to ask both a CEO/ CTO of the start up and contact person within the TU/e 

these sources were not used in this research.  

The interviews conducted are guided by the questionnaire protocol of Appendix A and B 

whereby the interview is tape-recorded and notes are made by myself during the interview. 

Therefore a chain of evidence is built which might be used by other researchers to reconstruct 

this research.  
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This research focuses on small high tech company – large non-profit organization alliances. 

Though, it can also be used to conduct research to other alliance characteristics (i.e. small high 

tech company – large profit organization, vertical and/or horizontal alliances, alliances between 

two small high tech companies, etc). In future research, this research can also be replicated for 

other large non-profit organizations in the form of other universities having an incubator, TNO, 

Senternovem, etc. whereby the results of these studies can be compared to the results of this 

study.  

 
Reliability 

Because of the small number of companies that are subject to the case study, this research will 

be of an indicative nature. The validity and reliability of the results are therefore not very high. 

Therefore, further research on this topic should be conducted in order to check if the findings of 

this research are also present when using a larger sample size. By doing this, the questionnaire 

protocol, I set up (appendix A and B) might be used in addition to the research questions stated 

in this research. 

Furthermore, memory loss on situations and processes that happened in the past asked for can of 

course give some bias in this research, and therefore usage of other sources of evidence in 

addition to the focus interviews might give more accurate results. Some form of hindsight bias 

might also be present which refers to people’s tendency to alter their perception of the 

inevitability of an event once they know the outcome of the event (Christensen-Szalanski, 1991). 

 

5.4 Company descriptions 
 
Each of the companies subject to the case study conducted for this research can be found within 

the following configuration. 

 
All companies have an alliance with the same large non-profit organization (Eindhoven, 

University of technology). Half of the companies have a quickly formed alliance type (coming 

from outside the university) and the other half of the companies are found to be slowly evolving 

(founded within the incubator of the non-profit organization). For each company the CEO or 

CTO is interviewed by using the questionnaire of appendix A as a guideline. Each contact 

person within the TU/e is interviewed by using the questionnaire of appendix B. For discrecy 

purposes, all companies have been given an imaginairy name in the form of a latin zodiac name. 

In the following chapter more information is given on the companies used for the case study. 
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6. Results and analysis 
 

6.1 Introduction 
 
Based on the research questions presented in chapter 4 a case study as described in chapter 5 has 

been conducted by using the questionnaires shown in appendix A and B. The results and 

analysis of this case study are presented in this chapter. First, some global information on each 

of the eleven cases is presented. Hereafter, all cases are mapped in the framework of figure 3 to 

get a brief overview of the alliance structures. Then, the interactions with the partner company 

within each case is presented and analysed.  

After this, the strategic alliance structuring processes of the cases are analysed and compared to 

each other, taking into account the difference between quickly formed and slowly evolving 

alliances. For this, the cases are mapped onto the adapted risk perception model of figure 9. In 

this way can be determined what the differences are in strategic alliance structuring and what 

underlies the structural preferences of both involved parties the most. This chapter concludes 

with the most important findings from the analysis. 

 
For confidentiality reasons, the cases are given nicknames in the form of ten zodiac signs. Aries, 

Taurus, Gemini, Virgo and Libra are quickly formed cases and Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, 

Aquarius and Pisces are slowly evolving cases. Leo is the unique case as mentioned above. 

 

6.2 Case descriptions 
 
This paragraph presents the results of section A of the questionnaire as shown in appendix A and 

B. In total eleven start up companies are interviewed, and five contact persons related to the 

TU/e. For five companies, the same contact person has been listed by the CEO during the 

interview. I have interviewed this contact person and asked him the questions of the 

questionnaire in appendix B for each individual company. One contact person was not willing to 

co-operate to my research. For one company, Virgo, I interviewed two persons at the same time. 

In the special case of Leo, the CEO and the contact person are the same. In total, I interviewed 

nine CEOs and two CTOs, two professors, one person working for the TU/e Holding, one person 

working as a faculty director, and one person working for the TU/e Innovation Lab. All persons 

interviewed are male. From the eleven start up companies, one is fully owned by the TU/e, as it 

is a faculty B.V.. The companies examined started between 1996 and 2008. Though most 

companies started in 2007 or 2008 (70%). The average age of the five contact persons I 

interviewed is 53 years (53,4 years) and the average number of years that they work for the TU/e 

is 15 years. More information on the start up companies and contact persons interviewed is 

shown in table 1 and 2. 

Table 1:  Company information 

Company Starting year Industry Function Owner 

Aries 2008 Education and Care CEO Yes 

Taurus 1996 Research and Development CEO Yes 

Gemini 2008 Digital Identities CEO Yes 

Virgo 2008 Chemicals/Farma CEO/CTO Yes 

Libra 2004 Research and Development CEO Yes 

Scorpio 2002 Chemicals CEO Yes 

Sagittarius 2007 Life Sciences, Biotech CEO Yes 

Capricorn 2007 Security CEO Yes 

Aquarius 2007 Building Industry CTO Yes 

Pisces 2008 Research and Development, process steering CEO No 

Leo 2002 Medical ICT CEO Yes 
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   Position of contact person within TU/e 

Related to Age # years working at TU/e TU/e TU/e Holding TU/e Innovation Lab TU/e Faculty TU/e professor 

Aries 49 6 - - - - X 

Taurus 55 8 - - X - - 

Gemini - - - - - - - 

Virgo 49 23 - - - X - 

Libra 51 26 - - - - X 

Scorpio 63 12 - X - - - 

Sagittarius 55 8 - - X - - 

Capricorn 55 8 - - X - - 

Aquarius 55 8 - - X - - 

Pisces 55 8 - - X - - 

Leo - 7 - - - - X 

Table 2:  TU/e contact person information 

 
In table 1 and 2 above can be seen that this research especially focuses on the alliance relations 

between CEOs/CTOs of start ups and a contact person holding position in the TU/e Innovation 

Lab and faculty or as a professor. For one case someone from the TU/e Holding has been 

interviewed and no persons from the TU/e board have been interviewed on how is thought about 

start up – TU/e alliances and what the TU/e policy around these alliances is.  

 

In figure 20 in appendix C a graphical overview is shown on the years of operation, number of 

employees, number of alliances with non-profit organizations, total number of alliances 

undergone, and number of alliances in operation at this moment for each start up interviewed. 

The average for each of these items is also shown in the form of a total average and an average 

for the quickly formed cases as well as for the slowly evolving cases. 

 
In this figure can be seen that Taurus is the company that is in operation for the longest time (13 

years) and Aries, Gemini, Virgo and Pisces the shortest (1 year). Libra has the highest number of 

employees (20 employees) and Aquarius the lowest (2 employees). Sagittarius has the highest 

total number of alliances, present number of alliances and number of non-profit alliances (all 10 

alliances). Taurus and Gemini do not have any formal alliances with non-profit organizations at 

all. 

It can be concluded that the average values for the slowly evolving alliances are higher than the 

values for the quickly formed alliances for all factors except the factor ‘total number of 

alliances’. 

 

In figure 14, a process model of entrepreneurial venture creation presented by Bhave (1994) is 

shown. This figure shows the process of entrepreneurial venture creation and makes a rough 

division in three stages (opportunity stage, technology setup & organization creation stage and 

exchange stage). By using this figure, the processes of the start ups used in this research will be 

mapped to gain more insight into the developmental stage(s) in which the different cases can be 

found.  

Hereafter a more detailed division is made on the product creation process of each start up by 

using a product creation process model presented by Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1986), shown in 

table 3. They divided the product creation process into 13 activities based on both normative and 

empirically based descriptions of the new product process. These 13 activities can be devided 

over the three stages of the model presented by Bhave (1994) to gain a more detailed insight on 

the activity within each stage that the cases are in. Hereby activities 1 to 3 match the first stage, 

4 to 7 match the second stage and 8 to 13 the third stage. The results of the stage each case is in 

and the activities it has completed is shown in table 4. 
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Figure 14: Process model of entrepreneurial venture creation (Bhave, 1994) 

 

Activity Description 

1. initial screening the initial go/no go decision where it was first decided to allocate 

funds to the proposed new product idea. 

2. preliminary market 

assessment 
An initial, preliminary, but nonscientific, market assessment; a first 

and quick look at the market. 

3. preliminary technical    

assessment 

An initial, preliminary appraisal of the technical merits and 

difficulties of the project. 

4. detailed market 

study/market research 
Marketing research, involving a reasonable sample of respondents, a 

formal design, and a consistent data collection procedure. 

5. business/financial analysis A financial or business analysis leading to a go/no go decision prior 

to product development. 

6. product development The actual design and development of the product, resulting in, e.g., 

a prototype or sample product. 

7. in-house product testing Testing the product in-house: in the lab or under controlled 

conditions (as opposed to in the field or with customers). 

8. customer tests of product  Testing the product under real-life conditions, e.g., with customers 

and/or in the field. 

9. test market/trial sell A test market or trial sell of the product-trying to sell the product 

but to a limited or test set of customers. 

10. trial production A trial production run to test the production facilities. 

11. precommercialization 

business analysis 
A financial or business analysis, following product development but 

prior to full-scale launch. 

12. production start up The start up of full-scale or commercial production. 

13. market launch The launch of the product, on a full-scale and/or commercial basis: 

an identifiable set of marketing activities specific to this product. 

Table 3:  New product process activities (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1986) 
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Case Company Founding year Stage Exact location in the process model Activities done 

 

 

 

Quickly formed 

Aries 2008 3 Between product and customer 1 to 7 

Taurus 1996 3 Between product and customer  1 to 7 

Gemini 2008 3 Between product and customer 1 to 7 

Virgo 2008 3 Customer 1 to 11 

Libra 2004 2 Between organization created and 

production technology and product 

1 to 4 (daughter 

level) 

 

 

 

Slowly evolving 

Scorpio 2002 3 Customer 1 to 11 

Sagittarius 2007 2 Between organization created and 

production technology and product 

1 to 5 

Capricorn 2007 3 Between product and customer 1 to 11 

Aquarius 2007 2 Between organization created and 

production technology and product 

1 to 6 

Pisces 2008 3 Customer 1 to 11 

 Leo 2002 3 Customer 1 to 11 

Table remarks:  1. Stage 1 = Opportunity stage 

Stage 2 = Technology setup & organization creation stage 

Stage 3 = Exchange stage 

2. Libra contains several BV’s under one holding, therefore with 

‘daughter level’, one BV under the Libra holding is meant here. 

 

Table 4:  Stage of cases within process model of entrepreneurial venture creation 

 

Table 5 below shows the manner in which the start ups are owned by their founder(s), the TU/e, 

other companies or a venture capitalist. In this table can be seen that four companies are owned 

by one party, three companies by two parties, two companies by three parties and one company 

is owned by four parties. Six companies get subsidy in some form and one company has 

requested subsidy.  

 

 (partially) owned by   

Company Founder(s) TU/e Other Company (OC) Venture Capitalist(s) Additional information Getting subsidy 

Aries X     X   

Taurus X       Founder = 100% owner   

Gemini X       Founder = 100% owner X 

Virgo X X      X 

Libra X       Founder = 100% owner in request 

Scorpio X X X X  X 

Sagittarius X X X   OC = group of researchers X 

Capricorn X X   X  X 

Aquarius X X      X 

Pisces   X     TU/e = 100% owner   

Leo X    Founder = 100% owner X 

Table 5:  Company ownership and subsidy of the companies 

 

6.3 Alliance structure processes of the cases 
 
The questions asked in section B of the questionnaire focused both on the way and preferences 

in which the alliances started and evolved, the reasons why these evolutions took place even as 

the reasons or target of the alliance for the companies and persons involved. All cases are 

mapped onto the framework of figure 3 to gain a brief overview of the strategic alliance 

structures of the cases. For the quickly formed and slowly evolving alliances the results of the 

way and preferences in which the alliances started and evolved are shown in table 6 and table 7 

respectively. 
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In these tables the starting order and starting preferences are visualized for each company in a 

case even as the starting preferences and the alliance type in which is ultimately started. All 

interviewees mention the essence of an informal relationship previous to a contract. In table 6 

and 6 below can be seen that every alliance started with an informal relation as it is given a ‘1’ 

in the starting order for each start up and contact person.  

In the most ideal situation, when there is complete consensus and awareness for both parties in 

the alliance about the alliance start and its evolvement, all colored boxes can be found in one 

column for a case. When this is shown to be so, each party is completely aware of each others 

alliance structure preference and the ultimate alliance structure in which is started is also the 

same as the preferences of the parties. Also complete agreement and awareness exists on the 

preferred alliance structure of both parties. It might as well be that the preference of one party is 

different from the other in the alliance. This is not a problem when each party is aware of this 

difference in preference. Negotiations can then start about the alliance structure in which can be 

started best. Though, what can be seen in table 6 and 7 is that for all but one (Sagittarius) some 

difference in awareness on the structure in which the alliance started can be found. Start up and 

contact person are sometimes not well aware of each others alliance preference or the alliance 

structure in which the alliance has started. This might be due to several reasons. First, 

misunderstanding in the differences of alliance structures while answering the question might be 

the issue. Second, the factor time might play a role, due to the time that has passed between 

signing the contract and today, the exact alliance structure that is started in has been forgotten. 

Third, more than one alliance contract might be present, that are signed closely after each other, 

which I think is the fact for Capricorn. The alliance started as an informal relation, going over 

into a bilateral contract-based alliance via a short period in which a unilateral contract-based 

alliance was present (CTE program).  

When not taking ‘informal relation’ into account as an alliance structure, still for some 

companies is shown in table 6 and 7 that the parties are not completely aware of each others 

preferences (for Aries, Virgo and Scorpio this is clearly the case). This might be due to 

differences in thoughts that are not spoken out to each other, or due to the time between the 

starting process of the alliance and today which resulted in forgetting the exact preference of the 

other party for the alliance structure. 
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In the following tables, the differences in preferences and awareness are presented added with 

the reasons for this and the influence on the alliance successes of this for each case. Table 8 

shows the quickly formed cases and table 9 the slowly evolving cases. These tables are based on 

tables 6 and 7 presented above and the results of question 6e (4e respectively) stated in section B 

of the questionnaires (appendix A and B) and described in detail in appendix D.1 (for the 

quickly formed cases) and D.2 (for the slowly evolving cases).  

 

Company Difference in preferences 

and awareness 

Due to Influence on alliance 

success? 

Aries Difference in order and 

starting preference 

The difference in order might be 

due to the fact that some contracts 

are not signed by the TU/e 

contact person interviewed but by 

someone from the TU/e 

Innovation Lab. The CEO of the 

start up thought that the TU/e 

Innovation Lab was more willing 

to start on a unilateral contract-

basis. Though, as the TU/e 

contact person, a professor 

involved has been interviewed, 

who supported the choice to let 

the ideas be taken over by the 

CEO of Aries. 

Maybe present, the relation is 

not as intense with a takeover 

as with a contract-based 

alliance, and therefore 

keeping the relation warm 

needs extra effort of both 

parties in order to be and stay 

successful. 

Taurus Difference in order Due to financial reasons and 

unacceptance of support by the 

CEO of the start up the alliance 

with the TU/e Innovation Lab 

stopped. Though, there has been 

an unilateral contract-based 

alliance with someone else within 

the TU/e but the contact person 

interviewed is not aware of this. 

Yes, things would have been 

different when the 

commercial support provided 

by the TU/e was accepted by 

Taurus’ CEO to sell the 

products successfully.  

Gemini No TU/e co-operation to 

my research 

The contact person of the TU/e 

said that due to the minor effort 

needed in this alliance and the 

length of the intermission 

between the alliance and this 

research he did not found it 

relevant to undergo an interview. 

No 

Virgo Difference in order and 

TU/e starting preference 

This might be due to the fact that 

the CEO of Virgo did not have a 

real alliance preference and 

therefore did not put that much 

effort on the alliance structuring 

process as he trusted the TU/e in 

this. 

No 

Libra Difference in starting 

preference 

According to the Libra CEO, the 

TU/e wanted to co-operate with 

Libra, but Libra was not willing 

to co-operate to the conditions as 

stated by the TU/e. 

Yes, an alliance of both 

parties could have resulted in 

a win-win situation and add 

up to the entrepreneurial 

activity in the TU/e region. 
Table 8:  Relevance of differences in preferences and awareness for the quickly formed cases 
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Company Difference in preferences 

and awareness 

Due to Influence on alliance 

success? 

 

Scorpio Preference of TU/e 

mentioned differently by 

CEO of the start up than 

TU/e contact person 

According to the Scorpio CEO, 

the TU/e wanted as much shares 

as possible, while the Scorpio 

CEO wanted as much financials 

as possible. 

No 

Sagittarius Difference in order of 

alliances 

CEO of the start up already 

worked for the TU/e as a 

doctoral student, but had no 

relation with TU/e contact 

person interviewed at that 

moment. 

No 

Capricorn Difference in starting 

order, starting preferences 

and opinion on alliance 

start (unilateral- vs. 

bilateral contract-based) 

For the contact person, starting 

in an informal relation is found 

most relevant, while the 

Capricorn CEO finds contracts 

more important. The difference 

in opinion on alliance start 

might be due to the fact that the 

contact person forgot the 

underlying contract of the CTE 

program. 

No 

Aquarius Small difference in order. 

Also small difference in 

preferences. 

Aquarius’ CEO did not mention 

that as a doctoral student he 

already has signed a bilateral 

contract-based alliance with the 

TU/e. The TU/e focuses on 

starting the alliance in an 

informal relation, while the 

Aquarius’ CEO focuses more on 

contract-based alliances. 

No 

Pisces Difference in starting 

preference 

This might be due to the fact 

that the Pisces’ CEO actually 

was willing to start his own 

company, while the TU/e was 

willing to start a 100% daughter 

company within a faculty. 

Ultimately, the company started 

as a 100% TU/e daughter 

company, with an underlying 

bilateral contract in the form of 

a working contract for the CEO 

of the start up. 

Yes, in the way that the 

ambitions of the CEO of the 

start up and TU/e differ on the 

long run. On the short run, no 

influence on alliance success is 

present. 

Leo Difference in starting 

preference 

This difference was due to the 

fact that the TU/e could not 

decide fast enough what their 

alliance type preference was for 

Leo. The CEO of Leo waited for 

the TU/e decision, but finally 

decided to stop waiting and start 

the company himself.  

No 

Table 9:  Relevance of differences in preferences and awareness for the slowly evolving cases 
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What can be seen in tables 6 to 9 is that in every case some difference exists. When comparing 

the quickly formed cases to the slowly evolving cases can be seen that for the slowly evolving 

cases, a minority equity alliance type seems to be more preferred than for the quickly formed 

cases. It can also be seen that a unilateral contract based alliance is not so often closed in the 

start up process. In only one case an equity joint alliance type was closed, but only for a small 

period of time. What can be seen in table 9 is that for all slowly evolving cases for which the 

CEO is also share holder (all but Pisces), the differences in preferences or awareness did not 

have influence on the alliance success, while this is the case for several quickly formed cases 

(Taurus and Libra). 

 

6.4 Reasons and targets to enter into the alliance 
 
In this paragraph the results to the questions 8a to 8c (6a to 6c respectively) of section B of the 

questionnaires (appendix D.1 and D.2) are analysed and discussed. For the quickly formed cases, 

figure 15 below shows the reasons or targets for the start ups to enter into the alliance and the 

number of times these are mentioned. I asked both CEO of the start up and contact person of the 

TU/e on these reasons for the start up. Therefore the blue bars show the number of times a 

reason or target is mentioned by the CEO/CTO of the start up, and the red bars show the number 

of times a reason or target is mentioned by the contact person of the TU/e.  

I also did this for the reasons or targets for the TU/e to enter into the alliance for which the 

results on the quickly formed cases are shown in figure 16. 

The results on this for the slowly evolving cases are shown in figure 17 and 18. In appendix D.1 

and D.2 these figures are discussed more specific for each individual case. 

 
 

 

Figure 15: Reason/targets of the start up to enter into the alliance (QF cases) 
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Figure 16: Reason/targets of the TU/e to enter into the alliance (QF cases) 

 

When looking at figures 15 and 16, it can be seen that for the quickly formed cases the number 

of reasons/targets mentioned for the start up to enter into the alliance is higher than the number 

of reasons/targets mentioned for the TU/e to enter into the alliance. A reason for this might be 

that a large organization like the TU/e has much more to offer to a start up than a small start up 

has to the TU/e.  

The reasons most mentioned by CEOs of the quickly formed cases for the start up to enter into 

the alliance are ‘informal relation’ and ‘creating win-win situation (triangle fitting)’. The reasons 

most mentioned for the TU/e to enter into the alliance are ‘financials/shares’, ‘valorization’, 

‘job/trainee place creation’ and ‘informal relation’. The figure also shows that ‘better serve the 

industry’ is found to be relevant by CEOs of the start up but not by contact persons of the TU/e 

as a reason of the TU/e to enter into the alliance. 

  

 

 

 

Figure 17: Reason/targets of the start up to enter into the alliance (SE cases) 
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Figure 18: Reason/targets of the TU/e to enter into the alliance (SE cases) 

 

What can be seen in figure 17 and 18 is that the number of reasons/targets mentioned for the 

start up to enter into the alliance is much higher than the number of reasons/targets mentioned 

for the TU/e to enter into the alliance. The abovementioned reason that a large organization like 

the TU/e has much more to offer to a start up than a small start up has to the TU/e might also 

hold for the slowly evolving cases.  

Furthermore can be concluded that for the CEOs of the slowly evolving cases, the reasons most 

mentioned for the start up to enter into the alliance are ‘product (related) knowledge/IP’ and 

‘financials/ find venture capitalists/subsidy’. The figure also shows that ‘TU/e image’ is found to 

be a relevant reason for the start up by CEOs but not by contact persons of the TU/e.  

The reason most mentioned for the TU/e to enter into the alliance is ‘valorization’.  

 

When comparing the figures of the quickly formed cases to those of the slowly evolving cases it 

can be seen that especially for the TU/e more diverse reasons or targets are mentioned in the 

quickly formed cases than in the slowly evolving cases.  

It can be seen that for the start ups of the slowly evolving cases, ‘financials/ find venture capital/ 

subsidy’ plays a much larger role than for start ups in quickly formed cases, as only two of these 

mention ‘subsidy traject support’ as a reason for the alliance.  

Quickly formed cases mention the creation of a win-win situation as relevant to the start up 

(figure 15), while the slowly evolving cases do not mention this factor. For slowly evolving 

cases the win-win is more or less clear and present from the beginning; the start up gains IP, 

facilities, etc. and the TU/e gets shares or financials in return for this. For quickly formed cases 

the creation of a win-win situation is not that obvious. Various case specific ways are used to 

create a win-win situation here in order to let the alliance be succesful, which might make this 

factor more relevant to mention for start ups of the quickly formed cases. 

When looking at the reasons/targets of the TU/e to enter into the alliance, it can be seen that 

more factors are mentioned for the quickly formed cases than for the slowly evolving cases. In 

this, ‘creating a win-win situation’ is also present, even as ‘informal relation’, and factors like 

‘job/trainee place creation’, ‘additional research’ and ‘product related knowledge/IP’. 

 

6.5 Interactions with the partner company 
 
By looking at the different departments of the TU/e we can divide these roughly into five parties 

that might get involved in high tech start up alliances. These are the TU/e at large, faculty, 

professor, TU/e Holding and the TU/e Innovation Lab. These departments can all have different 
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individual interests in starting the alliance. During my interviews with the contact persons, I 

interviewed one faculty director, two professors, one person related to the TU/e Holding and one 

person related to the TU/e Innovation Lab. By doing this, I gained a complete overview of the 

different layers and their interests in alliance forming with start ups. In appendix E, the interests 

are visualized and described in detail for each case. An overview of these differences in interests 

is shown in table 10 below and discussed in this paragraph. 

 

Table remark: ‘+’ = positive interest 

‘-’   = negative interest 

‘0’  = no interest 

‘=’  = sameperson 

 

Table 10: Alliance interests of the cases 

 

In table 10 can be seen that there is more TU/e interest in the slowly evolving cases than in the 

quickly formed cases. Also the departments having interest in the alliance differ somewhat 

between the quickly formed and slowly evolving cases. The TU/e, TU/e Holding, TU/e 

professor and TU/e Innovation Lab appear to have more interests in slowly evolving cases than 

quickly formed cases. Only TU/e faculty has about the same level of interests in both types of 

cases. This might be due to the closer interlocking of the TU/e with the slowly evolving cases 

and the fact that the TU/e Holding and TU/e Innovation Lab are present to support start ups in 

their start up process while quickly formed cases often come to the TU/e after they have been 

through their start up process. Therefore these start ups are less interested in start up support and 

thus TU/e Holding and TU/e Innovation Lab involvement.  

What can be seen in this table is that for the slowly evolving cases the TU/e Holding, TU/e 

faculty and TU/e professor play a major role, added with the TU/e Innovation Lab for the newer 

slowly evolving start ups whereby the results of these co-operations also bring a certain level of 

interest for the TU/e itself. For the quickly formed cases, the TU/e faculty followed by the TU/e 

professor are found to be the most relevant departments for the alliances. For Leo can be seen 

that there is no negative interest for the TU/e as they are not involved on the basis of shares in 

this start up. A negative interest might be present in the form of the not having of shares or 

royalties in Leo, though financials also come in via subsidized research projects and rent of 

facilities. The CEO is formally not working for the TU/e anymore, so no loss of effort of TU/e 

personnel to the start up is present, although this might have been present in the first year(s) of 

the start up creation.   
 

6.6 Strategic alliance structuring processes 
 
In this paragraph the strategic alliance structuring processes of the quickly formed and slowly 

evolving cases will be compared in a within group and between group way to each other. This 

will be done by first comparing the characteristics, then the risk perceptions, followed by the 

dynamic capabilities. For each individual case, the results on characteristics are presented and 

Case Start up TU/e TU/e Holding TU/e Faculty TU/e Professor TU/e Innovation Lab 

 

Quickly 

formed 

Aries + 0 + + 0 

Taurus 0 0 + 0 - 

Gemini 0 0 + 0 0 

Virgo -/+ + +/- + 0 

Libra 0 0 + + - 

 

Slowly 

evolving 

Scorpio +/- + +/- + 0 

Sagittarius -/+ + + + + 

Capricorn +/- + +/- + + 

Aquarius +/- + + + + 

Pisces -/+ 0 +/- +/- 0 

 Leo 0 0 + ++/= 0 
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discussed in appendix F.1 and F.2, the results on the risk perceptions in appendix K.1, K.2, L.1 

and L.2 and the results on the assets and resources in appendix M.1 and M.2. A risk perception 

model of strategic alliance structuring for each individual case is made, which is shown in 

appendix N.  

 

6.6.1 Analysis of the characteristics 
 
In appendix F.1 and F.2 an overview is given on the number of times each individual-, 

organizational-, problem-related- or environmental characteristic is mentioned by the CEO of a 

start up, contact person of the TU/e and what the level of agreement between these two is for 

both the slowly evolving and quickly formed cases. A brief description of the factors listed in the 

figures of appendix F.1 and F.2 is given in appendix G. With this data, an ANOVA- and QCA 

test is conducted whereby the results on the individual, organizational, problem-related and 

environmental characteristics as presented in appendix F.1 and F.2 are tested within the slowly 

evolving cases and between the slowly evolving and quickly formed cases. This is done 

according to the hypotheses as listed below. These hypotheses are also visualized in appendix 

H.1. By checking these hypotheses an answer can be given to the first subquestion stated, which 

was: 

 

Question 1 (Q1): How do the (group/individual, organizational, problem-related and 

environmental) characteristics underlying the structural alliance preference via the firms risk 

perception differ between quickly formed and slowly evolving alliances. 
 

The hypotheses stated are as follows: 

 

Hypothesis 1) For the slowly evolving cases, the individual characteristics of the start up are 

likely to be mentioned more often than individual characteristics of the TU/e.  

Hypothesis 2) For the quickly formed cases, the individual characteristics of the start up are 

likely to be mentioned more often than the individual characteristics of the TU/e. 

 

Hypothesis 3) For the slowly evolving cases, the organizational characteristics of the start up are 

likely to be mentioned more often than the organizational characteristics of the TU/e. 

Hypothesis 4) For the quickly formed cases, the organizational characteristics of the start up are 

likely to be mentioned more often than the organizational characteristics of the TU/e. 

 
Hypothesis 5) The individual characteristics of the quickly formed start up are likely to be 

mentioned more often than the individual characteristics of the slowly evolving start up. 

Hypothesis 6) The organizational characteristics of the slowly evolving start up are likely to be 

mentioned more often than the organizational characteristics of the quickly formed start up. 

 

Hypothesis 7) For the slowly evolving cases, the problem-related characteristics of the start up 

and the TU/e are likely to be mentioned an equal number of times by the start up and TU/e. 

Hypothesis 8) For the quickly formed cases, the problem-related characteristics of the start up 

and the TU/e are likely to be mentioned an equal number of times by the start up and TU/e.  

Hypothesis 9) The problem-related characteristics of the quickly formed start ups and TU/e is 

likely to be mentioned more often than the problem-related characteristics of the slowly evolving 

start ups and TU/e.   

 

Hypothesis 10) For the slowly evolving cases, the environmental characteristics of the start up 

and TU/e are likely to be mentioned an equal number of times by the start up and TU/e. 

Hypothesis 11) For the quickly formed cases, the environmental characteristics of the start up 

and the TU/e are likely to be mentioned an equal number of times by the start up and TU/e.  

Hypothesis 12) The environmental characteristics of the slowly evolving start ups and TU/e is 

likely to be mentioned more often than the environmental characteristics of the quickly formed 

start ups and TU/e. 
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Hypothesis 13) The individual characteristics of the quickly formed TU/e are likely to be 

mentioned more often than the individual characteristics of the slowly evolving TU/e. 

Hypothesis 14) The organizational characteristics of the slowly evolving TU/e are likely to be 

mentioned more often than the organizational characteristics of the quickly formed TU/e. 

 
The results to the hypotheses stated are presented in appendix H.2. An overview of the most 

relevant results is shown in table 11 below and discussed here. 

 

For Hypothesis 1, one factor is found to be significant (significance of 0.04 at α = 0.05) for this 

hypothesis which is ‘locus of control’. When looking at figure 40 in appendix F.2 it can indeed 

be seen the number of times this factor is mentioned by the CEOs of a start up is smaller than the 

number of times it is mentioned by the contact persons of the TU/e. Therefore hypothesis 1 will 

be rejected for the characteristic ‘locus of control’. 

Within hypothesis 2, no significance is present, though two factors were mentioned by all 

interviewees, which is indicated by no significance presence. These two factors are ‘trust’ and 

‘future vision’. The factor ‘locus of control’ appears to be nearly significant. 

 

In hypothesis 3, the factor ‘external support (Incubator, Board of Advice, etc.)’ is found to be 

significant (significance of 0.04 at α = 0.05). When looking at figure 41 in appendix F.2 it can 

indeed be seen the number of times this factor is mentioned by the contact persons of the TU/e is 

smaller than the number of times it is mentioned by the CEOs of a start up. Thus, hyptheses 3 

will be accepted for the characteristic ‘external support’. Furthermore, the factor ‘company 

ambitions’ is mentioned by all interviewees of the slowly evolving cases even as within the 

quickly formed cases (no significance present for ‘company ambitions’ in hypothesis 4).  

 

For hypothesis 5, ‘locus of control’ is found to be significant (significance of 0.04 at α = 0.05). 

For this characteristic hypothesis 5 will be accepted. When looking at figure 36 and 40 in 

appendix F.1 and F.2 it can indeed be seen that the number of times this factor is mentioned by 

the CEOs of a slowly evolving alliance is smaller than the number of times it is mentioned by 

the CEOs of a quickly formed alliance. Furthermore, for this hypothesis, ‘future vision’ is found 

to be mentioned by all CEOs, and ‘experience’ is mentioned by an equal number of CEOs as is 

indicated by a significance level of 1. 

‘External support (Incubator, Board of Advice, etc.)’ is found to be significant for hypothesis 6 

(significance of 0.04 at α = 0.05). Therefore, hypothesis 6 will be accepted for the characteristic 

‘external support’. When looking at figure 37 and 41 in appendix F.1 and F.2 it can indeed be 

seen the number of times this factor is mentioned by the CEOs of a quickly formed alliance is 

smaller than the number of times it is mentioned by the CEOs of a slowly evolving alliance. 

‘Company ambitions’ is mentioned by all CEOs interviewed. 

For hypothesis 7, ‘availability of capacity/knowledge/effort’ is mentioned by all CEOs and 

contact persons of the slowly evolving cases. For hypothesis 10, this is the case for ‘partner 

industry’ and ‘presence of facilities’.  

As no significant factors are present for hypotheses 7, 8, 10 and 11 there are no mentionable 

differences in opinion between the two parties involved on the problem-related characteristics. 

In hypothesis 12, ‘presence of facilities’ is found to be near zero significant, as for this factor a 

large F value is present (31.316). When looking at figure 39 and 43 in appendix F.1 and F.2 it 

can indeed be seen that the number of times this factor is mentioned by the slowly evolving 

interviewees is much higher than for the quickly formed interviewees. For this hypothesis 

‘location of partner’ is also found to be significant (significance of 0.008 at α = 0.05). Therefore, 

hypothesis 12 is accepted for the characteristics ‘location of partner’ and ‘presence of facilities’. 

This indicates that for the contact persons of the TU/e the location of the start up for slowly 

evolving cases is found to be more relevant than for the quickly formed cases. 

Finally for hypotheses 13 and 14 the factors ‘trust’ and ‘company ambitions’ respectively are 

mentioned by all contact persons interviewed. For hypothesis 13, the factor ‘locus of control’ 

appears to be nearly significant. 
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Table remark: Char. = Characteristics, N= Number of cases, A = CEOs of start up, B = Contact 

persons TU/e, SE = Slowly evolving cases, QF = Quickly formed cases, df = Degrees of 

freedom, St. dev. = Standard deviation 

Table 11: Overview of the most relevant ANOVA results to the hypotheses 

 

In addition to this ANOVA test, a quantitative comparative analysis (QCA) presented by Ragin 

(1987), is conducted, of which the outcome will be compared to the ANOVA results presented 

above.  

According to Greckhamer et al. (2008), the QCA approach involves three distinct phases: In the 

first phase a property space constituted by the cases and the theoretically relevant causal factors 

under examination is constructed; the second phase follows an analysis of this property space, 

including both the examination of the distribution of cases across this space and a systematic 

identification of those causal conditions sufficient for the outcome of interest to occur; and in the 

third phase, the results of these analyses are evaluated and interpreted. The property space is as 

shown in appendix I, whereby the figure on hypotheses as presented in appendix H.1 will be 

taken into account. This means that for each of the boxes shown in this appendix, a separate 

QCA analysis will be conducted which will be compared to each other according to the arrows 

drawn for the hypotheses. Hereafter, the QCA results will also be compared to the ANOVA 

results. The property space as presented in appendix I will be analyzed by making use of QCA 

analysis software, named Tosmana, which is a tool especially for small-N analysis developed by 

Cronqvist and Lasse (2009). The output of this binominal QCA analysis are presented in 

appendix J.1 for the quickly formed cases and J.2 for the slowly evolving cases. 

In this appendix the boolian minimization results drawn from the Tosmana output are shown. 

Hereby the cases with an alliance success outcome of [1] are minimized separately from the 

cases with an alliance success outcome of [0]. The ANOVA analysis results and QCA results are 

further discussed in paragraph 6.7. 

 

6.6.2 Analysis of the risk perceptions 
 

In this paragraph the risk perceptions of both CEO of the start up and contact person within the 

TU/e are analyzed. This is done by examining the results given to the questions of section D and 

E and D of the questionnaires in appendix A and B respectively. The results for the relational 

Hypothesis – Char. NA/SE NB/QF Mean A / SE Mean B / QF df St. dev. F-statistic significance 

H1 - locus of control 5 5 0.4 1 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H2 - trust in partner 5 4 1 1 1,7 0 0 0 

H2 - locus of control 5 4 1 0.5 1,7 0.44096 3.889 0.089 

H2 - future vision 5 4 1 1 1,7 0 0 0 

H3 - company ambitions 5 5 1 1 1,8 0 0 0 

H3 - external support  5 5 1 0.4 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H4 - company ambitions 5 4 1 1 1,7 0 0 0 

H5 - locus of control 5 5 0.4 1 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H5 - future vision 5 5 1 1 1,8 0 0 0 

H5 - experience 5 5 0.2 0.2 1,8 0.42164 0 1 

H6 - company ambitions 5 5 1 1 1,8 0 0 0 

H6 - financials available 5 5 0.8 0.8 1,8 0.42164 0 1 

H6 - external support  5 5 1 0.4 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H7 - target difference  5 5 0.2 0.2 1,8 0.42164 0 1 

H7 - shared R&D effort 5 5 0.6 0.6 1,8 0.5164 0 1 

H7 - availability of capacity 5 5 1 1 1,8 0 0 0 

H10 - partner industry 5 5 1 1 1,8 0 0 0 

H10 - presence of facilities 5 5 1 1 1,8 0 0 0 

H12 - location of partner 10 9 0.9 0.3333 1,17 0.49559 8.917 0.008 

H12 - presence of facilities 10 9 1 0.2222 1,17 0.49559 31.316 0.00001 
H13 - trust in partner 5 4 1 1 1,7 0 0 0 

H13 – locus of control 5 4 1 0.5 1,7 0.44096 3.889 0.089 

H14 - company ambitions 5 4 1 1 1,7 0 0 0 
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risks are presented in appendix K.1 and K.2. The results for the performance risks are presented 

in appendix L.1 and L.2. The relational risks and performance risks that are mentioned in the 

interviews are presented in table 12 and 13 below. In these tables a division is made into slowly 

evolving cases and quickly formed cases whereby an overview is given which risks are present 

for which interviewee. Hereby an answer is given to subquestion 2, which was as follows: 

 

Question 2 (Q2): What performance and relational risks are present within the alliance forming 

processes of quickly formed alliances and slowly evolving alliances? 

 

Relational risk Slowly evolving cases Quickly formed cases Mentioned by 

Partners’ willingness to fix more 

issues than informally agreed on/ 

anxiety to formal alliance 

agreements 

Aquarius (CEO start up), 

Aquarius (contact person 

TU/e), Capricorn (CEO 

Start up), Capricorn 

(contact person TU/e) 

 Both CEOs of 

start up and 

contact persons 

of TU/e 

Partners’ speed of working is too 

low 

Aquarius (CEO Start up) Virgo (CEO Start up), 

Gemini (CEO Start up) 

CEOs of start 

up only 

Cultural differences are present Pisces (CEO Start up), 

Scorpio (CEO Start up) 

 CEOs of start 

up only 

Differences in interests Pisces (CEO Start up), 

Pisces (contact person 

TU/e) 

 Both CEO of 

start up and 

contact person 

of TU/e 

Resistance to start up from 

scientific personnel 

Pisces (contact person 

TU/e) 

 Contact person 

of TU/e only 

Involvement of too many persons Sagittarius (contact 

person TU/e) 

 Contact person 

of TU/e only 

Partner is claiming too much 

(shares, money, etc) 

Scorpio (CEO Start up)  CEO of start up 

only 

Partner makes alliance influencing 

decisions by himself 

Scorpio (contact person 

TU/e), Aquarius (contact 

person TU/e), Capricorn 

(contact person TU/e), 

Pisces (contact person 

TU/e), Sagittarius 

(contact person TU/e)  

Virgo (contact person 

TU/e) 

Contact persons 

of TU/e only 

Initiating similar alliances by 

partner company 

 Aries (CEO Start up) CEO of start up 

only 

Own work/process(es) is slowed 

down by partner 

 Aries (contact person 

TU/e) 

Contact person 

of TU/e only 

Idea stealing by partner or other 

parties involved 

 Aries (contact person 

TU/e), Taurus (CEO 

Start up), Libra (CEO 

Start up) 

Both CEOs of 

start up and 

contact person 

of TU/e 

Agreements made are not or 

insufficient executed  

 Taurus (CEO Start up), 

Virgo (contact person 

TU/e) 

Both CEO of 

start up and 

contact person 

of TU/e 

Lack of confidentiality by partner  Taurus (CEO Start up), 

Libra (CEO Start up) 

CEOs of start 

up only 

No acceptance of partner/ third 

party involvement 

 Taurus (contact person 

TU/e) 

Contact person 

of TU/e only 

Becoming too much dependent on 

partner 

 Virgo (CEO Start up) CEO of start up 

only 
Table 12: Overview of the relational risks 
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Performance risk Slowly evolving cases Quickly formed cases Mentioned by 

Cultural differences in way of 

working giving co-operation 

problems (business approach 

versus scientific approach) 

Aquarius (contact person 

TU/e), Scorpio (CEO 

Start up) 

Gemini (CEO Start up) Both CEOs of 

start up and 

contact person 

of TU/e 

Fear that partner does not have 

enough capacity and capabilities 

Aquarius (contact person 

TU/e), Sagittarius 

(contact person TU/e), 

Capricorn (contact person 

TU/e) 

Aries (contact person 

TU/e), Taurus (CEO 

Start up), Gemini (CEO 

Start up), Gemini 

(contact person TU/e) 

Both CEOs of 

start up and 

contact persons 

of TU/e 

Influence of present economical 

crisis 

Aquarius (contact person 

TU/e) 

 Contact person 

of TU/e only 

Choice of leaving present location 

by partner 

Aquarius (contact person 

TU/e) 

 Contact person 

of TU/e only 

Financial involvement of partner 

in start up process is too low  

Pisces (CEO Start up)  CEO of start up 

only 

No full support or performance 

from partner personnel 

Pisces (CEO Start up) Taurus (CEO Start up), 

Virgo (CEO Start up) 

CEOs of start 

up only 

Difference in target and 

objectives 

Pisces (contact person 

TU/e) 

Taurus (contact person 

TU/e) 

Contact persons 

of TU/e only 

Damage of image by alliance 

failure 

Pisces (contact person 

TU/e), Sagittarius 

(contact person TU/e), 

Scorpio (contact person 

TU/e) 

Virgo (contact person 

TU/e) 

Contact persons 

of TU/e only 

Financial loss or claims due to 

bad performance 

Pisces (contact person 

TU/e), Sagittarius 

(contact person TU/e), 

Scorpio (contact person 

TU/e) 

Taurus (contact person 

TU/e) 

Contact persons 

of TU/e only 

Unable to continue scientific 

work when starting up company 

Sagittarius (CEO Start 

up) 

 CEO of start up 

only 

One way involvement of partner 

(only when things go well) 

Capricorn (CEO Start up)  CEO of start up 

only 

Lack of effort by partner to make 

alliance a success 

 Aries (CEO Start up) CEO of start up 

only 
Table 13: Overview of the performance risks 

 

What can be seen in these tables is there is only minor overlap of quickly formed and slowly 

evolving cases in relational risks (only for ‘Partners’ speed of working’ and ‘Partner makes 

alliance influencing decisions on himself’). The factor ‘Fixing more issues than informally 

agreed on/ anxiety to formal alliance agreements’ is often mentioned by slowly evolving cases 

which actually shows that the companies intertwine, whereby the level of involvement is 

thoroughly discussed.  

For the performance risks, more overlap between quickly formed and slowly evolving cases can 

be seen on the choice for factors. There appears to be some anxiety to the ‘Capacity and 

capabilities of the partner’ which might for the TU/e contact persons of the slowly evolving 

cases be due to the inexperience of the CEOs of the start up. For the CEOs and contact persons 

within the quickly formed cases this might be due to the fact that both parties do not know each 

other thoroughly when starting the alliance. 
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6.6.3 Analysis of the dynamic capabilities 
 
This paragraph takes into account the assets and resources that are used within the alliance and 

mentioned by the interviewees. To gain more insight into these assets and resources that lie at 

the basis of the dynamic capabilities of each company involved in the alliance, the questions 

stated in section F and E are asked to the CEO of the start up and contact person of the TU/e 

respectively. The results to these questions are presented in appendix M.1 for the quickly formed 

cases and appendix M.2 for the slowly evolving cases.  

By taking into account these assets and resources and thoroughly examining and discussing the 

ways in which added value is created by and for each company by taking part in the alliance the 

dynamic capabilities of table 14 and 15 below can be presented. This also answers the 

subquestion stated on dynamic capabilities which was as follows: 

 

Question 3 (Q3): What role do dynamic capabilities play within the alliance creation process as 

well as in the alliance management process of both quickly formed and slowly evolving 

alliances?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Company Dynamic capabilities of the start up Dynamic capabilities of the TU/e 

Aries (QF) Gaining a technological idea, and getting the 

creators of this idea within the start up. Thereby 

creating a strong triangle around them in the 

form of a multinational, scientific partner (TU/e) 

and a large customer. Having future access to 

new ideas and scientific knowledge. 

Gaining of financials by IP selling and 

future income in the form of a profit 

percentage. Thereby having access to 

field labs and having a good image 

from creating a high tech start up in co-

operation with a multinational and 

creating jobs for their students within 

this start up. 

Taurus (QF) Ensuring that the start up keeps ahead of the 

competition in one specific (core) field of 

research. This is done by selling only to 

customers that fit this research profile and are 

willing to co-create the product. When a piece of 

knowledge from the TU/e is needed for this, it is 

formulated into a research project and paid for. 

No alliancing dynamic capability is 

present, only some financial income is 

gained from projects conducted for the 

start up. 

Gemini (QF) By combining several technologies and doing 

this in a smarter way than the competion, and 

thereby patent and licence the ideas and 

technologies, gemini keeps ahead of the 

competition. Partners are sometimes used for 

very specific knowledge which is then 

formulated into a project and paid for. 

No alliancing dynamic capability is 

present, only some financial income is 

gained from projects conducted for the 

start up. 

Virgo (QF) By filling a gap between competing suppliers and 

their end users by bringing in specific industry 

related knowledge from the knowledge institute 

TU/e, the whole chain from suppliers to end user 

is served in a unique way that is much better and 

more efficient than the way it was done before. 

The TU/e gains financials from 

providing facilities and knowledge, but 

also bridges the gap between faculty 

and industry via this start up. Thereby a 

positive image is created as the start up 

can be used for promotion of the TU/e. 

The start up also brought expensive lab 

equipment from its suppliers to a lab on 

the TU/e campus that might also be 

used by professors via the start up. 
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Libra (QF) By co-operating with the TU/e, Libra (daughter) 

has access to a large base of knowledge and 

knowledge supportive facilities that Libra does 

not have but can be used to speed up and support 

Libras’ developments. Also the access to subsidy 

via co-operation with the TU/e is a great basis of 

the alliance.    

Financials in the form of subsidy are 

gained by co-operating with the start 

up, for which a doctoral student might 

be paid to conduct further research. 

This research adds to the research 

already presents and might lead to 

publications and further research on 

this topic.  
Table 14: Dynamic capabilities of the quickly formed cases 

 
 
 
 

Company Dynamic capabilities of the start up Dynamic capabilities of the TU/e 

Scorpio (SE) By bringing together the knowledge institute, 

TU/e, and different types of customers to a new 

patented product in the form of financial 

investors, first customers to the product are 

already present at the start up stage even as a 

large financial base for further product 

development. Further knowledge is 

continuously conducted and paid for by subsidy 

requested in co-operation with the TU/e. 

The TU/e gains financials from providing 

facilities and knowledge, and also bridges 

the gap between faculty and industry via 

this start up as it works closely together 

with large companies. Thereby the 

possibility of gaining financials in the 

long term out of shares is relevant to the 

TU/e even as financials gained from 

subsidy projects and new publications and 

research that follow from this.  

Sagittarius 

(SE) 

A large research base to a specific topic is 

present at the TU/e and by bringing this to the 

market in co-operation with other knowledge 

institutes within this field,  a large knowledge 

advantage on commercial parties operating in 

this field is present. Further knowledge is 

continuously conducted and paid for by subsidy 

requested in co-operation with the TU/e. 

The TU/e gains financials from providing 

facilities and knowledge, and also bridges 

the gap between faculty and other 

knowledge institutes via this start up as it 

works closely together in this field of 

research. Thereby the possibility of 

gaining financials in the long term out of 

shares is relevant to the TU/e even as 

financials gained from subsidy projects 

and new publications and research that 

follow from this. 

Capricorn 

(SE) 

The way Capricorn combines the concept of 

open innovation with their suppliers, their team 

knowledge, the patents they have and the 

knowledge of the TU/e is unique. By working 

closely together with suppliers the time to 

market can be made shorter. By requesting 

subsidy together with the TU/e, the start up 

process and further research can be funded. 

The TU/e gains financials from providing 

facilities and knowledge. Thereby the 

possibility of gaining financials in the 

long term out of shares is relevant to the 

TU/e even as financials gained from 

subsidy projects and new publications and 

research that might follow from this. Also 

the positive image that university 

incubation actually works is gained from 

the success of this alliance. 

Aquarius 

(SE) 

The way the start up uses technology within its 

market is almost completely new to the 

companies operating within this market, which 

makes unique and more valuable (time 

consuming) to work with than the traditional 

products used. By requesting subsidy together 

with the TU/e, the start up process and further 

research can be funded. 

The TU/e gains financials from providing 

facilities and knowledge. Thereby the 

possibility of gaining financials in the 

long term out of shares is relevant to the 

TU/e even as financials gained from 

subsidy projects and new publications and 

research that might follow from this. Also 

the positive image that university 

incubation actually works is gained from 

the success of this alliance. 
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Pisces (SE) By being the CEO of a 100% daughter 

company of the TU/e, the CEO is able to work 

in an entrepreneurial way without carrying the 

(financial) risks of having a venture. By being 

the chain between industry and faculty, existing 

knowledge gaps within the industry can be 

filled up with knowledge of the whole faculty 

that is located, used, and implemented by the 

start up. 

 

 

By starting a 100% daughter company the 

knowledge available within the faculty 

could be used to intensify the relations 

with the industry, make the faculty more 

somewhat industry oriented and also 

bring extra financials to the faculty.  

Leo As the start up produces and sells software it 

has relatively low start up costs. By 

formulating a research topic in co-operation 

with the TU/e, subsidy could be requested for 

further research and development. By staying 

closely connected to the TU/e, IP could be used 

or gained even as easy access to knowledge and 

students. 

No alliancing dynamic capability is 

present, only some financial income is 

gained from subsidy projects conducted 

for the start up and by providing facilities 

to the start up. 

Table 15: Dynamic capabilities of the slowly evolving cases and Leo 

 

What can be seen in the tables above is that for each start up the dynamic capabilities of the 

alliance are different and very case specific. Except for Taurus and Gemini the alliance with the 

TU/e plays a large role in this dynamic capability. Dynamic capabilities for the TU/e come 

always come in the form of financials and for some alliances also in the form of (support to) 

further research. For governmental subsidy, the TU/e often has to create an alliance with a 

venture (start up) as this often is set as a restriction. Thereby does an alliance with a start up add 

up to the innovating image the TU/e wants to carry out.  

 

6.7 Most important findings from the analysis 
 
In this paragraph, all analysis results presented above will be discussed in relation to each other, 

to ultimately present the results of the last section on alliance success factors of the 

questionnaires, section G and F of the questionnaires respectively.  

 

In table 16 below, the (almost) significant results of the ANOVA analysis are summarized, and 

in table 17a to 17f, the QCA analysis results on some remarkable characteristics are shown in 

tabular form. 

 

Hypothesis – Char. NA/SE NB/QF Mean A / SE Mean B / QF df St. dev. F-statistic Sign. 

H1 - locus of control 5 5 0.4 1 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H2 - locus of control 5 4 1 0.5 1,7 0.44096 3.889 0.089 

H3 - external support  5 5 1 0.4 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H5 - locus of control 5 5 0.4 1 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H6 - external support  5 5 1 0.4 1,8 0.48305 6 0.04 

H12 - location of partner 10 9 0.9 0.3333 1,17 0.49559 8.917 0.008 

H12 - presence of facilities 10 9 1 0.2222 1,17 0.49559 31.316 0.00001 

H14 - locus of control 5 4 1 0.5 1,7 0.44096 3.889 0.089 
Table remark: Char. = Characteristics, N= Number of cases, A = CEOs of start up, B = Contact 

persons TU/e, SE = Slowly evolving cases, QF = Quickly formed cases, df = Degrees of 

freedom, St. dev. = Standard deviation, Sign. = Significance 

 

Table 16:  Summary of the (almost) significant ANOVA results 
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Locus of control (Willingness of a party wants to keep control over the alliance) 

‘LOCUS_OF_CONTROL’ Slowly evolving Quickly formed 

Individual characteristics Start up Not present Present 

Individual characteristics TU/e Present Not present 
Table 17a: QCA results for the characteristic ‘locus of control’ 

 

For the slowly evolving cases it can be concluded that ‘locus of control’ appears to be 

significantly lower for the start up than for the TU/e (hypothesis 1). This result is also shown in 

the results of the QCA analysis as for the slowly evolving start ups no ‘locus of control’ is 

present for alliance success as a result, while this is the case for the TU/e.  

For the quickly formed cases, it can be concluded that ‘locus of control’ appears to be almost 

significantly lower for the TU/e than for the start up within the quickly formed cases (hypothesis 

2). In the results of the QCA analysis no ‘locus of control’ is present for the TU/e with alliance 

success as a result, while this is the case for the start up.  

By comparing the CEOs of the start ups of the slowly evolving- and quickly formed cases, 

‘locus of control’ appears to be significantly lower for the slowly evolving start ups than for the 

quickly formed start ups (hypothesis 5). 

By comparing the contact persons of the TU/e of the slowly evolving- and quickly formed cases, 

‘locus of control’ appears to be almost significantly lower for the quickly formed TU/e than for 

the slowly evolving TU/e (hypothesis 14). 

 

In both the ANOVA and QCA analysis, ‘locus of control’ is found to be an important 

characteristic. The QCA results indicate that the TU/e wants to be in control of the slowly 

evolving alliances while in the quickly formed cases the start ups want to be in control. A reason 

for this could be that the possibility of negative interests (minus in table 10) for one or more of 

the TU/e departments shows to be much higher for the slowly evolving cases than for the 

quickly formed cases. To minimize the risks on these negative interests, the TU/e is willing to 

have more ‘locus of control’ within the alliance. The relational risks for ‘fixing more issues than 

informally agreed upon/anxiety to formal alliance agreements’ and ‘partner is claiming too much 

‘(shares/money/etc)’ that some slowly evolving start ups have, might come from this. This might 

also be the case for the performance risks ‘capacity and capabilities of the partner’, ‘image loss’ 

and ‘financial loss or claims due to bad performance’.  

Below, the characteristic ‘locus of control’ is further discussed in relation to the findings of 

‘future vision’ whereby some additional remarkable results are found. 

 

Availability of external support (presence of external support in the alliance for a party) 

For the slowly evolving cases, the factor ‘availability of external support’ is found significantly 

lower for the TU/e than for the start up (hypothesis 3).  

By comparing the start ups of the slowly evolving- and quickly formed cases, ‘availability of 

external support’ appears to be significantly lower for the quickly formed start ups than for the 

slowly evolving start ups (hypothesis 6). 

Though, the significance of ‘availability of external support’ is not supported by the results of 

the QCA analysis. 

The TU/e offers the slowly evolving start ups external support itself, via the TU/e Innovation 

Lab, TU/e Holding and TU/e itself (its entrepreneurial policy). The TU/e is therefore not very 

much in need of third parties to support in this process, while especially the slowly evolving start 

ups make use and are dependent of this external support provided by the TU/e. From this thus 

appears that the external support provided to the quickly formed start ups is a bit lacking and 

could be intensified by especially involving the TU/e Innovation Lab more into the quickly 

formed alliances and let the TU/e itself state a clear entrepreneurial policy on how to deal with 

these quickly formed start ups.   
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Location of partner (Influence of the location on the alliance choice) 
By comparing both the CEOs of the start ups and contact persons of the TU/e of the slowly 

evolving- and quickly formed cases, ‘location of partner’ is found to be significantly lower for 

the quickly formed start ups and TU/e than for the slowly evolving start ups and TU/e 

(hypothesis 12). This result is quite logical as the slowly evolving start ups are formed from 

within the TU/e and therefore their physical location is the TU/e campus, while this is not the 

case for the quickly formed cases that are more often already located outside the TU/e campus. 

Though, the significance of ‘location of partner’ is not supported by the results of the QCA 

analysis. 

 

Presence of facilities (influence of the presence of facilities on the alliance choice) 

‘PRESENCE_OF_FACILITIES’ Slowly evolving Quickly formed 

Environmental characteristics Start up Present Not present 

Environmental characteristics TU/e Present Not present 

Environmental characteristics Start up & 

TU/e 

Present Not present 

Table 17b: QCA results for the characteristic ‘presence of facilities’ 

 

‘Presence of facilities’ is found to be significantly higher for the slowly evolving cases than for 

the quickly formed cases (hypothesis 12), which indicates a much lower usage of TU/e facilities 

by quickly formed start ups. This result also appears clearly from the QCA analysis. This might 

be due to the level of interlocking of the slowly evolving start up and TU/e. Alliances of the 

slowly evolving cases are often more focused on long term co-development. The quickly formed 

start up does not directly make use of the facilities of the TU/e but does this via an order given to 

a person within the TU/e who uses these facilities. Though, the question that arises here, is in 

what slowly evolving and quickly formed cases differ that one is in need of TU/e facilities and 

the other is not. An answer to this might be found in the business models of the companies, 

whereby slowly evolving start ups are found to be more scientific oriented, while quickly formed 

start ups are found to be more business oriented. Another reason for this difference might be that 

quickly formed start ups are not fully aware of the facilities that could be of value to them are 

present within the TU/e as no overall coordination or advise for this is provided to them. They 

thus can only become aware of this via persons within the faculty with which they have contact.  

From this remarkable result, the TU/e can be advised to better coordinate and promote the 

presence and usage of facilities to quickly formed start ups. 

 

Remarkable findings from the QCA analysis 

 

Future vision (the presence of a future vision for the alliance) 

‘FUTURE_VISION’ Slowly evolving Quickly formed 

Individual characteristics Start up Present Present 

Individual characteristics TU/e Not present Present 
Table 17c: QCA results for the characteristic ‘future vision’ 

 

The QCA results on ‘locus of control’ above indicate that the TU/e wants to be in control of the 

slowly evolving alliances, but future vision for each individual start up is not found relevant, 

while for the start ups themselves this is found to be important.  

Added to this is the remarkable difference when comparing the results for the TU/e on individual 

characteristics between the slowly evolving cases and the quickly formed cases (hypothesis 14). 

For this can be seen that ‘locus of control’ does not play a role in the quickly formed cases, but 

‘futurevision’ does. So in the quickly formed cases the control is laid with the start up, but the 

TU/e does have a clear vision on the closing of the alliance for the future even as the quickly 

formed start up has.  

From this result, for the slowly evolving cases, the TU/e can be advised to make clear decisions 

and agreements on who takes ‘locus of control’ and who creates the ‘future vision’ as especially 

the last has to be made and agreed upon in close co-operation.  
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As for the quickly formed cases ‘future vision’ is both present for the start up and TU/e, this 

might cause some friction between the two parties within the alliance. Therefore I advice that 

ultimately one future vision should be created within the alliance on which is agreed upon by 

both parties and for which one party takes the ‘locus of control’.  

 

Trust in partner (did trust in the partner company play a role in launching the alliance) 

‘TRUST_IN_PARTNER’ Slowly evolving Quickly formed 

Individual characteristics Start up Not present Present 

Individual characteristics TU/e Present Present 
Table 17d: QCA results for the characteristic ‘trust in partner’ 

 

From the QCA analysis can be concluded that the factor ‘trust in partner’ is mentioned by all 

contact persons of the TU/e, all CEOs of the start ups of the quickly formed cases, but not all 

CEOs of the start ups of the slowly evolving cases. A reason for this might be that due to the 

interlocking of the slowly evolving start ups and the TU/e, trust might become more self-evident 

for the CEOs of these start ups, while for the quickly formed cases the presence of trust is less 

self-evident as the partners do not know each other that good yet. Another reason for the lack of 

‘trust in partner’ of the slowly evolving cases could be that there actually is a lack of trust in the 

partner on the business level as a ‘future vision’ of the TU/e on the alliance seems to be lacking 

(presented above), while the TU/e wants to be in control of the alliance. To this can be added 

that the start up is strongly dependent on the TU/e for i.e. intellectual property or knowledge and 

therefore might accepts the alliance independent on the level of trust it has in the partner. The 

relational risks ‘closing of similar alliances by partner company’, ‘idea stealing by partner or 

other parties involved’, ‘agreements made are not or insufficient executed’, ‘lack of 

confidentiality by partner’ and the performance risk ‘capacity and capabilities of the partner’ 

might come with this. 

With these results the TU/e can be advised to examine the level of trust very case specific and be 

open on the TU/e interests of the alliance and make clear agreements with the start up on this. 

Here, it is also important to be clear about the future vision of the TU/e on the alliance with the 

start up.  

 

Availability of capacity (presence of enough capacity/knowledge/effort within the alliance) 

‘AVAILABILITY_OF_CAPACITY’ Slowly evolving Quickly formed 

Problem-related characteristics Start up Present Present 

Problem-related characteristics TU/e Present Not present 

Problem-related characteristics Start up & TU/e Present Not present 
Table 17e: QCA results for the characteristic ‘availability of capacity’ 

 

From the QCA analysis appears that within the quickly formed cases the ‘availability of 

capacity’ is not present for the TU/e and therefore also not for both the TU/e and start up. This is 

remarkable as involvement in an alliance almost always takes some amount of capacity. This 

might also be due the level of interlocking of the start up and TU/e. Alliances of the slowly 

evolving cases are often more focused on long term co-development, for which more capacity 

and effort of both parties is needed, while in comparison to the quickly formed cases, the level of 

capacity demanded is somewhat lower. Added to this is the fact that ‘presence of facilities’ 

discussed above does not appear to seem relevant within the quickly formed cases which can 

also be seen as some form of capacity.  

Although this is very case specific, an advice on this for the TU/e is to better examine or report 

the level of capacity needed for both slowly evolving and quickly formed cases to gain more 

insight into the capacity usage by the different forms of start ups. In this way also more insight is 

gained on the capacity spend to incubation on the faculty level. In this way the TU/e faculties 

and its TU/e personnel involved can better act to the demand of capacity by start ups in the 

future. 
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Financials available (was the availability of financials relevant to the alliance) 

‘FINANCIALS_AVAILABLE’ Slowly evolving Quickly formed 

Organizational characteristics Start up Present Present 

Organizational characteristics TU/e Present Not present 
Table 17f: QCA results for the characteristic ‘financials available’ 

 

The QCA results on ‘financials available’ show that these are not present for the quickly formed 

cases. This indicates that the TU/e is not involved financially in the quickly formed cases while 

she is in the slowly evolving cases. Remarkable is that for the quickly formed start ups the 

relevance of ‘financials available’ for alliance success is present. This might indicate that the 

quickly formed cases are more often based on a customer-supplier alliance and less on a co-

development base, and when it is based on a co-development alliance, governmental subsidy is 

involved instead of TU/e financials. Thought, on this the TU/e can be advised to involve some 

money in the quickly formed alliances, not especially in these start ups themselves, but more on 

the co-ordination of TU/e – quickly formed start up alliances as governmental research subsidy 

is more and more only given when an external business partner is involved in the research. 

Therefore it might be interesting for the TU/e to centrally co-ordinate, search and guide suitable 

external (or internal) partners (start ups) for the different fields of research present at the TU/e. 

 

Finally when looking at the overall QCA analysis it can be seen that for the quickly formed 

cases more ways lead to alliance success than for the slowly evolving cases. A reason for this 

could be the standardization of slowly evolving start up guidance, via the TU/e Innovation Lab 

and the TU/e Holding that the TU/e developed the past years and will further develop in the 

future. For the environmental characteristics, a difference in number of ways that lead to alliance 

success can be seen between the quickly formed cases and the slowly evolving cases. This 

indicates that slowly evolving cases are more dependent on their (partners’) environment, even 

as the TU/e is for the slowly evolving cases, while this is less the case for quickly formed cases.  

 

By examining the results of the last section on success factors of the questionnaires, section G 

and F of the questionnaires respectively, conclusions can be drawn on the factors that 

interviewees found to most relevant to the alliance success in combination with the findings 

stated in this paragraph. By doing this, an answer will also be given to the fourth subquestion 

which was stated as follows: 

 

Question 4 (Q4): What underlies the success of the quickly formed or slowly evolving alliances 

and what factors are of mayor influence on the success or failure of the alliance? 

 

In appendix O the results to the question in section G, respectively F are presented. What can be 

seen in these figures is that the factors ‘clear goals’, ‘partner compatibility’, ‘sharing of critical 

information’, ‘technical sophistication’, ‘trust’ ‘willingness to be flexible’ and ‘written 

agreement or contract’ are found to be most relevant. Of these factors especially ‘trust’ adds up 

to the conclusions drawn above. From table 22 in appendix O can also be seen that ‘trust’ is 

mentioned the most as most important factor for alliance success. When ‘trust’ is present, the 

relational risks and performance risks present will also be minimized or taken away and the 

factors ‘sharing of critical information’ and ‘willingness to be flexible’ will also be more 

naturally present. The importance of the factors ‘partner compatibility’, ‘technical 

sophistication’ and ‘written agreement or contract’ add to the conclusions drawn on ‘locus of 

control’ as besides to ‘trust’ these factors are also related to this.  

The factor ‘similar organization culture’ has not been selected by any interviewee which might 

be because this is not the case. For both slowly evolving and quickly formed cases the 

organization cultures of the start up and TU/e are not similar (profit - non-profit and business 

orientation - scientific orientation). 
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7. Discussion 

 

7.1 Introduction 
 
The main goal of this study is to examine the characteristics, risk perceptions, dynamic 

capabilities, interests and alliance structure choices underlying the alliance structuring processes 

of start up - TU/e alliances. In the previous chapter, analyses are conducted and presented on the 

research questions stated to examine this. This chapter contains a discussion for each of the 

parties involved in this research on alliance structuring processes. Therefore alliance structuring 

is first discussed for the TU/e and thereafter also for the slowly evolving and quickly formed 

start ups. Hereafter some managerial implications will be presented. Though, for each of these 

topics, the advice presented will be in the TU/e direction and to a lesser extend in the direction 

of the start ups. 

 
7.2 Discussion on research results 
 
The general research question stated compares slowly evolving alliance creation processes to 

quickly formed alliance creation processes for entrepreneurial start up – university alliances. A 

large role in these alliances is played by the TU/e as this is the alliance partner for each of the 

cases. Therefore the discussion of the research results will first focus on the results for the TU/e, 

then for the slowly evolving cases, ending with the quickly formed cases. For each of these 

parties the most important findings will be discussed.  

 
7.2.1 Alliance structuring processes for the TU/e 

 
The main issue of this research is the presence of differences in alliance structuring with the 

TU/e between slowly evolving alliances and quickly formed alliances. Alliances of the TU/e are 

twofolded, namely alliances with start ups coming from its own incubator (slowly evolving), and 

alliances with external companies seeking university assistance (quickly formed). In this 

research, I made a clear distinction between these two in my case selection whereby each of 

these two groups is analysed on itself and compared to the other group on differences in alliance 

structuring processes. Because the choice for the ultimate strategic alliance structure is based on 

the underlying characteristics and risk perceptions of both parties (Das and Teng, 2001), the first 

two subquestions were stated to shed more light on this.  Because of the various reasons these 

alliance types seek university assistance, this research examines the differences within and 

between these two alliance types. In this way, the TU/e is better able to provide case specific 

support and guidance to start ups. The results of this research show that for both slowly evolving 

and quickly formed cases ‘locus of control’, ‘trust in partner’ and ‘company ambitions’ play a 

major role for the contact persons within the TU/e. From the results of subquestion 1 can be 

concluded that within the slowly evolving cases, ‘locus of control’ is significant which indicates 

that the TU/e is very willing to keep control over the slowly evolving cases. This might be 

related to the larger precense of interest by the TU/e Holding and TU/e Innovation Lab for 

slowly evolving cases than for quickly formed cases as shown in table 10. Also the fact that the 

TU/e is found to be more involved (in the form of financials and shares) in slowly evolving 

alliances than in quickly formed alliances, as seen in table 5 might be a reason for this.  

Now, as ‘locus of control’ plays a significant role for the TU/e and ‘availability of support’ plays 

a significant role for the slowly evolving cases the question arises on how to support and guide 

the alliance structuring processes of both slowly evolving cases and quickly formed cases in the 

best way. From this research, especially from subquestion 3, the main interest of the TU/e to 

support, guide and be involved in a start up in the form of financials and shares is to gain income 

from this.  

Van Burg et al. (2008) conducted research to the framing of fairness by entrepreneurs. They 

concluded that most entrepreneurs in their sample report think that it is fair that the university 

wants to benefit from the exploitation of its knowledge, even if the exploitation revenues are 
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larger than the costs of the university to create the knowledge and support the company. Though, 

the question arises here to what extend this should be done especially because it seems to be 

closely related to the manner of ‘locus of control’ the TU/e wants to have in a start up, and 

‘external support’ the start up expects to get for this. By discussing this way of framing also for 

the TU/e itself here, a better understanding on how to fairly support and guide start ups might be 

gained. Van Burg et al. (2008) mention that three reference points are most frequently used: 

market, other entrepreneurs, and other universities. Especially for the TU/e it might be 

interesting to look at the way of working of business incubators (Philips, DSM, etc.) on the one 

side and the way of working of other universities (University of Twente, Delft, etc.) on the other 

side. By having these reference points, fairness for the TU/e can be better determined. By having 

these reference points, the reasons why the TU/e operates with the start up in the way it does can 

be communicated to entrepreneurs more clearly and umambiguous whereby the fairness 

perception of the entrepreneur on the TU/e alliance will also improve. This might also decrease 

relational- and performance risks start ups have on the TU/e. 

 
7.2.2 Alliance structuring processes for the slowly evolving cases 

 
It appears that the TU/e and its individual departments have various interests in an alliance with 

the start up. Hereby the TU/e Innvotion Lab and TU/e Holding only have positive interest or no 

interest at all (table 10). These two departments are especially present for start up support and 

therefore are found to have positive interests only from a slowly evolving alliance. This almost 

always holds for the TU/e professor also. By close co-operation with this professor, a win-win 

situation can be created whereby new knowledge is generated that the start up can use and the 

professor publish on. Only for Pisces there is also some negative interest for the professor as it is 

not immediate likely that new research publishing follows from the co-operation as the professor 

is more asked for assistance on existing projects for which the professor does not get directly 

something in return (only via the faculty, as part of the profit of Pisces flows directly to the 

faculty). Though for some faculties involved in the slowly evolving cases the interests are 

positive as well as negative as financials for the faculty are brought in by the start up, but these 

can easily vary in amount or turn into losses for cases in which the faculty is directly involved 

(Pisces). Also the effort spend on start up related activities by faculty personnel may overrule the 

activities conducted for the TU/e. Things done via the start up can also turn out to go wrong and 

bring a negative image to the TU/e faculty as well as the TU/e itself as the TU/e is involved in 

(or partly owner of) the start ups. This last point is therefore the reason that for the TU/e itself 

positive as well as negative interests are present. Due to the financial involvement in the form of 

shares in the start up, the TU/e gains more income but also might suffer from financial losses, 

image damage, loss of trust from the industry, and loss of network within the industry due to 

failures  of a start up. 

To prevent this from happening, the TU/e tries to control this as much as possible, which also 

can be concluded from this research. Via the supporting departments (TU/e Holding and TU/e 

Innovation Lab) ‘external support’ is provided to the start ups on which these in turn are very 

dependent but thereby a certain ‘locus of control’ by the TU/e is also present on the alliance 

process. Almost all relational risks mentioned for the slowly evolving cases as shown in table 12 

can be linked to this manner of involvement of the TU/e in the start up. Also some of the 

performance risks shown in table 13 can be related to this manner of involvement. What can be 

concluded from the dynamic capabilities is that the TU/e plays an essential role in the value of 

each start up and thus is a very welcome partner to actually start up and realise the valorization 

of knowledge.  

 

For the TU/e, the financials coming in via start ups are very welcome, even as the research and 

interaction with the industry and the positive image of the TU/e coming with the start ups. 

Though, in doing this, the TU/e continuously finds itself in an involvement friction whereby the 

level of involvement is continuously questioned by both the TU/e itself as well as the start up.  

In the research of Van Burg et al. (2008) is discussed how fairness perceptions affect the 

cooperative behavior of entrepreneurs by examining the relationships of entrepreneurs with the 
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university (TU/e) they started from and where they acquired the intellectual property they are 

exploiting. He also mentions that because there is obviously an unequal power distribution 

between the individual entrepreneur and the institutionalized university, fairness perceptions 

plays an important role. In combination to the findings in this research, namely the fact that a 

significant level of ‘locus of control’ and ‘external support’ is present for the slowly evolving 

cases, fairness perceptions might indeed play a large role for the slowly evolving cases as the 

TU/e is found to be willing to keep the ‘locus of control’ and does provide ‘external support’ to 

the start up, but does this via its own departments (TU/e Holding and TU/e Innovation Lab) 

whereby it can have large influences on the start up. In this way not only ‘locus of control’ of the 

TU/e is present  in the start ups, but in this way there also might be a strong scientific cultural 

involvement put into the start up, which might result in start ups becoming too much scientific 

oriented. Though, as all CEOs mention ‘future orientation’ and ‘company ambitions (growth)’ as 

relevant, it might be good for slowly evolving start ups to also take a business incubator as a 

reference point when starting an alliance with the TU/e. Hereby one should see the TU/e more as 

a start up partner to bring the product to 80% completion but who is on the way out of the start 

up when looking at financial and share involvement, whereafter a closer co-operation with a 

business incubator should start to increase the time to market and focus on company growth by 

stepping physically out of the scientific TU/e environment. Often the factors relevant to all 

CEOs in the form of ‘availability of capacity/effort’, ‘presence of facilities’ and ‘partner 

industry’ also hold for such a business incubator.  

 

7.2.3 Alliance structuring processes for the quickly formed cases 
 
For the quickly formed cases can be seen in table 10 that the interests of the TU/e especially go 

via the TU/e faculty and TU/e professor and not via the TU/e Holding and TU/e Innovation Lab 

in the form of support. This can also be seen in the characteristics found relevant by the CEOs of 

the quickly formed cases. ‘Availability of external support’ is not found to be relevant while 

‘locus of control’ is found relevant by the CEOs but not the contact persons within the TU/e. 

Though, ‘trust in partner’ and ‘company ambitions’ are found to be relevant by all interviewees 

of the quickly formed cases and ‘future orientation’ is found to be relevant by all CEOs. This 

indicates that the TU/e should deal with quickly formed alliances in a different way than is done 

for the slowly evolving cases. That ‘trust in partner’ is found to be more relevant in these cases 

can also be concluded from the relational and performance risks.  

From the dynamic capabilities of the quickly formed cases can be concluded that these are less 

thorough, interlocked and long term oriented than those of the slowly evolving cases. Thereby 

less dynamic capabilities for the TU/e are present in these alliances, except the financial ones. 

Though, as ‘presence of facilities’ is also found to be less relevant to these cases, continuous 

financial income for the TU/e on this is less guaranteed for these cases. Also the fact that these 

start ups appear to be further in their start up process and are already more business oriented 

makes it harder to start a thorough and intertwined alliance. What can be concluded from this is 

that alliance structuring processes with such start ups, should be co-ordinated from TU/e 

faculties. Within these TU/e faculties the relations with these start ups and the industries they 

operate in are better known than within a supportive TU/e department such as the TU/e Holding 

or TU/e Innovation Lab.  

When also taking into account the research of Van Burg et al. (2008) on fairness perceptions 

here, it might seem more obvious that reference points in the form of other alliances and history 

transactions with the TU/e are present for the quickly formed start ups. Based on these reference 

points, decisions on and within new alliances are made.  

For the TU/e it might therefore be relevant to present itself as a scientific institute focusing on 

very specific research topics to these companies and thus operating in a different way than 

business oriented partners will do. By presenting this clearly and unambiguous via its faculties, 

negative fairness perceptions coming from history transactions might be prevented. By doing 

this via the scientific oriented TU/e faculties, the CEOs might also become less anxious to idea 

stealing and the fact that the TU/e operates slowly than a business partner might be understood 

better.  
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7.3 Managerial implications  
 
First, the way in which the TU/e might deal with the slowly evolving cases is described ending 

by dealing with the quickly formed cases. This is done by taking into account each layer within 

the TU/e discussed in this research whereafter the managerial implications are also discussed for 

the CEO’s of the start ups. 

 
The slowly evolving cases of this research can roughly be divided into two groups, start ups that 

are able to perform without the TU/e (in the future), which are Capricorn, Aquarius, and Scorpio 

and start ups that are very dependent on the TU/e and can hardly survive without the TU/e, 

which are Sagittarius and Pisces.  

 
That the TU/e should valorize its knowledge is more or less a given which is asked for more and 

more by government and society. Though, as the knowledge and intellectual property used for 

this is formally owned by the TU/e, the TU/e is trying to valorize by making its own gains as 

large as possible wherby the valorization is mostly conducted by researchers, doctoral students 

or students that are willing to start a company with their idea developed at the TU/e. This is a 

good policy when start ups are not based on intellectual property but on ‘public high tech 

services’ like Pisces is, whereby the knowledge present within a faculty is transferred to the 

industry in an efficient way because else this is not done. Also companies that are for example in 

the life sciences industry and are limited by long term high end research and a very long time to 

market due to governmental regulations as Sagittarius is into, are good start ups for high TU/e 

involvement and a researcher,doctoral student or student with entrepreneurial interests as a CEO. 

Though, as the CEOs of these type of companies often have grown up in an academic 

environment, intensive coaching is needed to make them aware of the way business 

environments work and get personally aquainted with this way of working to function in a right 

way within this environment. This is also mentioned by the CEO of Leo, who experienced 

numerable problems on this. The TU/e Innovation Lab is the perfect partner to offer these 

coaching programmes, which is done already but should be intensified further to become of real 

value to the CEO individually and the start up overall.  

To more actively support in this, I present a variant of the competing values framework that 

deals with leadership from Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983). Quinn uses his competing values 

framework of organizational effectiveness to organize the literature on leadership. Eight 

categories of leader behavior, or roles, emerge from his review of the literature. Figure 19 below 

shows these eight roles. This model of leadership was derived theoretically and represents “a 

hypothetical rather than an empirical statement about the perceptual understructure of 

leadership”. Quinn argues that more effective managers have the ability to play multiple, even 

competing leadership roles. Managers are expected to play all of these roles and to 

simultaneously consider and balance the competing demands that are represented by each set of 

expectations. The supportive departments of the TU/e, like the TU/e Holding and TU/e 

Innovation Lab could use this framework to indicate which roles they take on them in the start 

up process (via their ‘locus of control’) and how these can be assigned best to the CEOs through 

the start up process. For most slowly evolving cases, the left side of this figure will be dominated 

by the TU/e in the start up process, and these roles should be assigned to the CEO during the 

start up process. In this way the TU/e is on its way out of the alliance, and the start up will 

become less dependent on the scientific oriented TU/e and become more business oriented.  
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Figure 19: Competing values framework of leadership roles (Quinn and RohrBaugh, 1983) 

 

That most valorization for companies that can hardly survive without the TU/e is conducted by 

researchers, doctoral students or students is not much of a problem as these companies depend 

on TU/e knowledge and are especially contacted by partners and customers for this specific 

knowledge, but the question arises if it is a problem for the start ups that are able to perform 

without the TU/e. For valorization of high tech intellectual property related knowledge that is 

often in need of a short time to market the use of subsidy and putting academic people in a CEO 

function slows down the creation of a short time to market and the launch of the product or idea 

already developed. This developed idea or product which is often not 100% complete is more or 

less postponed by further research to the production and creation of a newer, more complete 

product that still has to be valorized within the market. Thus by letting these academic people 

making use of subsidy, new research is often conducted to the recent product in close relation to 

the TU/e which results in a shift in focus from putting 100% effort in valorizing an 80% 

complete product or putting 50% effort in valorizing a 80% product with options to the CEO and 

often customer to ‘wait’ with valorizing and spend the other 50% on making the recent product 

99% complete. The negative effects of this academic thinking are found to be very present by 

both CEO as well as start up partners and potential customers acccording to the CEO of Leo. 

This dilemma exists for Capricorn and Aquarius and in a lesser way for Scorpio. 

From the interview I conducted with the TU/e faculty director can be concluded that of all 

thirteen start ups generated within his faculty until now, only one failed to exist thus far. This is 

of course far too less if we should believe research conducted by Dun and Bradstreet (1967) in 

which is stated that failure rates of high tech start ups based on new discoveries and innovations 

range from 50% to 80% within the first five years of existence. This low level of failed 

companies might have two causes. One is that due to the very long start up process, the 

technology itself even as the team have been optimized thus far which has resulted in minor 

chances of failure. The other one is that these companies are supported too much by subsidies 

and still are too close to the academic culture of the TU/e that they will drop dead one by one 

when actually stepping out of this academic research environment and subsidy surroundings of 

the TU/e into the real business environment. To prevent this from happening a more intense 

business oriented guidance is needed for the CEOs of these companies even as a policy to 

physically step out of the university with the initial idea to put this in the market with support 

from companies, business incubators and people within this market while the TU/e develops 

further on technologies and knowledge related to the first idea with or without subsidy for which 

can be demanded on by the start up in a later stadium when the initial product is almost 

becoming mature in the market.  

The case of Aries is a good example on how this might take place and time to market is speeded 

up. In this case, the idea or intellectual property and its founders (doctoral students) are taken out 
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of the academic environment and put into a business environment and thereby lead by a business 

oriented CEO. Instead of making use of subsidy for bringing the idea or product from 80% to 

99% complete, partners and potential customers are used to do this together with the start up. In 

the background the TU/e develops further on the topics that Aries brings to the market. This is 

done without any subsidy as it fits perfectly within the learning chair of the contact person. 

Though subsidy for further research might be requested to intensify and maintain the relation. 

Aries started up in 2008 and is selling its products already to customers in The Netherlands, 

thereby started with creating a second product and is also expanding the selling of its first 

product to a second country (beginning of 2010). What can be seen here is that by finding 

venture capitalists in an early start up phase, taking the initial idea out of its academic 

environment and putting it into a business environment intellectual property or product 

valorization is speeded up. This valorization is added with knowledge valorization as good 

relations are kept with the faculty and contact person who do further research in this field on the 

background and also benefit from the alliance as they have access to field labs.  

Within the TU/e an essential role is present for the TU/e Innovation Lab to accomplish this, as 

far more intensive business oriented guidance of the researchers, doctoral students or students 

that are willing to become the CEOs of these companies is needed. Besides this, the TU/e 

Innovation Lab should also perform more as an interactive platform that promotes its 

independence of the academic TU/e more and brings the coached entrepreneurs more actively 

together with relevant people and knowledge from the industry in a very active way to help them 

build their business related network in a very short time. In the cases in which the company stays 

closely related to the TU/e you see that still a continuous amount of effort is spend on further 

research and optimization while the product might have been in the market already if it was 

surrounded by a larger amount of non-academic people and the CEOs of these start ups were 

more intensively coached to become business oriented. Companies should not be actively 

created around subsidies as this lenghtens the time to market, a better policy is to wait with these 

subsidy requests until the first products are sold based on the initial idea or further developed 

with partners within the industry whereafter a subsidy can be requested for further research in 

the background by the TU/e on new or additional products. 

For the faculties and contact persons a more active policy should be conducted in which 

supporting start ups is financially attractive or attractive in the form of credentials for the contact 

persons as this also is the case for publications. In this way professors are also rewarded for their 

effort in actively taking place and keeping in contact for future research or field use with the 

start up and its further development.   

The TU/e policy should be formulated more in a way that actively supports physical spinning 

out of the intellectual property related start ups, for which is already made a start by building the 

Catalyst building at the TU/e campus. Furthermore, the claiming of shares might be based on the 

fact that intellectual property is owned by the TU/e but they should not be claimed for the 

sharing of knowledge and availability of facilities as the start up should become aware of the 

costs that brings this in an early stage of the start up process (according to the interviewed 

faculty director) and thereby made less dependent on the assets of the TU/e. By working in this 

way, companies are able to stand alone much sooner and its personnel is aware of a success or 

failure of the product much sooner as all company costs have to taken into account immediately. 

Besides this, the TU/e should make the TU/e Innovation Lab more of a stand alone B.V. that is 

not visually related to the TU/e as this brings the academic image with it for which potential 

customers, relations, and venture capitalist are a bit reticent to invest time, money, and effort in.  

By working in this way, the knowledge valorization of the TU/e also becomes more accessible 

to CEOs or other persons from outside to take a role in this valorization, providing of ideas or 

the CEO coaching processes. In the case of Aries is shown perfectly that this can work out very 

well and the start up makes much larger steps than when the idea creators would have started up 

with the project via the TU/e Innovation Lab. In the cases of Gemini, Taurus, and Libra for 

which the TU/e is hired on a contractual basis this is not relevant, as a win-win situation is often 

created for both parties, knowledge for the company and financials for the TU/e. Virgo is not 

based on IP, but on TU/e knowledge and its academic experience and can be seen as a company 

that is hardly able to survive without the TU/e. 
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8. Limitations and future research 
 

8.1 Introduction 
 
This study contributes to alliance, risk behavior and entrepreneurial literature in gaining a better 

understanding on the way risk perception and risk behavior are present within the alliance 

structuring processes between high tech start ups and the TU/e. Despite this contribution, this 

study is also subject to some limitations. In the next paragraph these limitations will be 

discussed further. Then, an academic reflection with the results of this study as subject is 

presented after which this chapter concludes with some suggestions for future research.  

 

8.2 Limitations 

 
The first limitation to which this study is subject is the small sample size; five CEOs of slowly 

evolving and five CEOs of quickly formed companies, six contact persons and one person who 

is both CEO and contact person have been interviewed for this research. One of the quickly 

formed alliances has stopped the alliance but might start again in a complete new form with a 

new contact person in the future. For five cases the same contact person has been interviewed for 

each case individually. One contact person was not willing to cooperate to the research due to 

the minor effort that was needed from him for the alliance and the time that has past between the 

alliance and today. The contact persons consist of one faculty director, one person related to the 

TU/e Holding, one person related to the TU/e Innovation Lab and two professors are interviewed 

that represent the layers discussed in paragraph 6.5.  

The only source of evidence used are focus interviews of about 60 minutes for CEOs and 30 to 

45 minutes for contact persons. Though these short in depth interviews provided a good 

understanding on the alliance structuring processes of the parties involved even as the policy of 

the TU/e on valorization via start ups. The questions asked in these interviews are mostly of a 

quantitive nature. Though for some topics the questions were of a quantitative nature. Due to this 

small sample size, the concluding power of the quantitative results are limited and this research 

is of an indicative nature. Furtherrmore, interviewees are asked questions about situations and 

processes in the past and in the present. For the situations and processes in the past that are asked 

for, some form of hindsight bias might be present as hindsight bias refers to people’s tendency to 

alter their perception of the inevitability of an event once they know the outcome of the event 

(Christensen-Szalanski, 1991). 

As some statistics are used in this research in the form of an ANOVA analysis and some 

conclusions are drawn on this analysis even as the QCA analysis, the validity of this should also 

be mentioned here due to the low number of cases involved in these analyses. Although, the tests 

gives an indication of the relation between the variables, the significance of the results might be 

an issue. 

Furthermore, the definition for alliance as stated in paragraph 2.3, which was: ‘alliances are 

collaborations between independent firms with the aim to create a competitive advantage for the 

partners. Thereby alliances exist when revenues and risks are shared among the partners and 

actual collaboration between people in the firms takes place. (De man, 2006)’, might bring some 

doubt. When comparing the alliance in some cases to this definition, the alliance might be more 

of a one-way form whereby the start up gains competitive advantage while the TU/e does not. 

The TU/e only gains financial advantage is such a case. 

I would also like to comment on some of the literature presented in this research. Most research 

presented on risk behavior in this report focuses strongly on risk behavior of the start up side and 

this was also the major topic in my literature study. In this research, risk behavior is examined in 

relation to an alliance and therefore two parties are involved and deal with risk behavior. The 

literature presented on the risk behavior topic only might therefore not all be suitable to use and 

discuss on in relation to the topic of alliances.  

As a last limitation should be mentioned that the results of case study research are often found to 

be hard to generalize. To reduce the level of bias due to this, the case selection is composed of 
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different kinds of cases and involve various types of companies differing in start up stage, 

founding year and industry. Though, this research has only been conducted at one university so 

no comparisons can be made for these alliance strucuturing processes between universities.  

 

8.3 Academic reflection 
 
In this paragraph other articles in the same research direction are discussed according to the 

results of this research.  

One of the things that becomes clear from the conclusions stated in the previous chapter is that 

especially intellectual property valorization should become more dependent on venture capital in 

an early stage and less dependent on subsidy. A study conducted by Shane and Stuart (2002) 

supports this by saying that event history analyses show that new ventures with founders having 

direct and indirect relationships with venture investors are most likely to receive venture funding 

and are less likely to fail. In turn, they mention that receiving venture funding is the single most 

important determinant of the likelihood of initial public offering. In the innovation process, 

venture capitalists play an important role by providing risk capital and operating assistance to 

new high technology firms (Florida and Kenney, 1988). In fact, venture capital plays a 

particularly important role in the financing of university start ups because it is a major source of 

funds for new firms in fields in which universities are a major source of new technology, like 

biotechnology (Zucker et al., 1998).  

Another important factor is the presence of an ‘entrepreneurial climate’ at the incumbent 

university (Gilsing et al., 2009). Shane (2004) argues that the decision to start a spin-off is to a 

large extent socially conditioned: previous efforts by pioneering entrepreneurial faculty 

members to start a company make other academics believe that it is an acceptable and desirable 

activity. Regarding the role of incubators, the literature reports mixed findings (Gilsing et al., 

2009). Di Gregorio and Shane (2003) observed no impact of the support by a university-based 

incubator. However, others have found a positive impact of the support activities provided by 

the incubator or the technology transfer office and the expertise of the coaching staff (Lockett 

and Wright, 2005; Meyer, 2003; Powers and McDougall, 2005). This indicates the importance of 

the layout of the actual support processes for spin-off creation and success (Rasmussen et al., 

2006).  

According to Gilsing et al. (2009), networks around spin-offs have four potential benefits: 

augmenting the opportunity identification process, providing access to loci of resources, 

enhancing timing advantages, and constituting a source of trust (Djokovic and Souitaris, 2008). 

Because of these benefits, establishment of a network is closely related to the success of the start 

up (Hackett and Dilts, 2004). However, too much embeddedness of the spin-off company in the 

university environment and its network can have detrimental effects, because the spin-off may 

remain too much oriented on the academic world (Bekkers et al., 2006). Therefore, it is 

important that the support infrastructure operates in a decentralized manner (cf. Debackere and 

Veugelers, 2005; Vohora et al., 2004) and the region provides support and cooperation structures 

that go beyond those offered by universities, such as science parks and dense high-tech clusters 

(Audretsch and Stephan, 1996; Friedman and Silberman, 2003; Vedovello, 1997). 

Thereby, one of the design principles mentioned by Gilsing et al. (2009) is stimulating 

universities to gradually loosen and disconnect their ties with a particular spin-off firm, to 

motivate the spin-off to develop a strong market orientation and obtain access to new contacts 

and information. 

A case study conducted by Van Burg et al. (2008) suggests that to build and increase capacity 

for creating spin-offs, universities should do the following: (1) create university-wide awareness 

of entrepreneurship opportunities, stimulate the development of entrepreneurial ideas, and 

subsequently screen entrepreneurs and ideas by programs targeted at students and academic 

staff; (2) support start up teams in composing and learning the right mix of venturing skills and 

knowledge by providing access to advice, coaching, and training; (3) help starters in obtaining 

access to resources and developing their social capital by creating a collaborative network 

organization of investors, managers, and advisors; (4) set clear and supportive rules and 

procedures that regulate the university spin-off process, enhance fair treatment of involved 
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parties, and separate spin-off processes from academic research and teaching; and (5) shape a 

university culture that reinforces academic entrepreneurship by creating norms and exemplars 

that motivate entrepreneurial behavior. 

Shane (2002) mentions that observers have identified some statements that are relevant as 

university-entrepreneurial firm interaction takes place, namely 

-“Entrepreneurial companies rely heavily on government-funded research rather than on 

industry-sponsored research.” This is very much the case for slowly evolving companies and 

less for quickly formed companies as their technology is often still heavily enstrangled within 

university research and they do not have access to a large network within the industry yet. 

- “Contract research from entrepreneurial companies is often contingent on the right to license 

exclusively.” This is defenitely the case for the slowly evolving cases as their technology is 

often not that mature yet to compete against other companies with their product or technology. 

Di gregorio and shane (2003) add to this that universities differ on the degree to which their 

researchers focus on industrial problems. Some universities (perhaps because of their state 

affiliations or their historical involvement with agricultural or industry extension services) focus 

their research more closely on the needs of industry than do other universities. The commercial 

orientation of university research is reflected in the source of funding for that research. 

Commercially-oriented universities receive more of their research budget from industry than do 

other universities (Rosenberg and Nelson, 1994). The tendency of a university to conduct 

industry funded research and development should increase its start up rate for three reasons. 

First, industry tends to fund more commercially-oriented research than the government, and a 

commercial orientation should increase the likelihood of discovering technologies that have 

sufficient commercial value for people to found companies. Second, industry tends to fund less 

risky research than the government funds (Arrow, 1962). More risky research is more 

problematic for firm formation because single technology new companies cannot exploit the 

economies of scope in technology development that allow large firms to diversify these risks 

(Nelson, 1959). 

Third, being more basic, government-funded research tends to suffer from greater information 

asymmetry problems than does industry-funded research. Because entrepreneurs obtain money 

through market-mediated transactions, information asymmetry problems result in failures in 

venture finance markets. Thus, information asymmetry problems make it less likely that 

entrepreneurs will be able to finance companies to commercialize government-funded research 

than industry funded research. The above arguments suggest that, ceteris paribus, the greater the 

amount of commercially-oriented research activity at the university, the greater the rate of start 

up activity. 

 

Several difficulties created by university spin-off activity are mentioned by Van Burg et al. 

(2008), such as the potential conflict of interest between commercial and academic work and the 

risk to university reputation if founders of spin-offs act inappropriately (Bird, Hayward, and 

Allen, 1993; Shane, 2004; Slaughter and Rhoades, 2004). Many interviewees of the research of 

Van Burg et al. (2008) observed that the TU/e still misses an entrepreneurial culture. Academic 

staff tend to focus on academic research and education; technology transfer and especially spin-

off formation is rather foreign to most academics in this university. This is therefore a major 

barrier to spin-off creation. 

Strong incentives for entrepreneurial behavior may also shift attention of professors from 

research areas with few patenting opportunities toward those with more patenting potential 

(Mustar et al., 2006). In addition, the patenting of university technologies, as an important basis 

for spin-offs, may prevent a free flow of knowledge within the academic world (cf. the studies 

reviewed by Shane, 2004). Creating a balance between incentives for research and teaching and 

those for entrepreneurship is therefore a delicate matter. Regarding the latter balance, Van Burg  

et al. (2008) acknowledges that universities should not engage in university spin-offs because of 

the expected financial benefits; there are hardly any, as the evidence collected by Shane (2004) 

suggests. If a university commits to entrepreneurship and incubation of new firms, they should 

do so to commercialize ideas and technologies developed in this university into applications with 
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huge potential benefits to society. The side effect, intended or not, is that the reputation and 

prestige of the incumbent university will very likely benefit. 

According to Gilsing et al. (2009) in the Eindhoven region there is found to be limited attention 

for coaching on market development and organizational development in comparison with 

coaching on finance, R&D, production and operations. These latter activities are relatively more 

important for getting started, whereas the two former activities are more important for becoming 

successful. Also, the various programs under the label of ‘awareness creation’ have as their aim 

to increase the number of start ups rather than coaching start ups, which tends to be more critical 

to boosting success chances. 

 
8.4 Future research 
 
There are a number of interesting directions for future research. At first, I like to mention that 

conducting the same research with a larger sample size would make the results of this research 

of a less indicative nature. Besides this, the research could be conducted on other scientific 

incubators (universities) and business incubators dealing with intellectual property and 

knowledge valorization after which the results can be compared to each other. Especially a 

comparison to a business incubator could give valuable insights on the differences in valorizing 

knowledge. Also the case studies and interviews conducted could be supported by historical data 

and other sources of information to make the research more reliable and developments through 

time can also be taken into account more specifically. Furthermore, the difference between 

faculties or type/ industry of start ups can be examined by conducting the study with a more 

specific selection of the cases. This research might also be conducted within another setting in 

which for example the strategic alliance structuring processes of two profit companies or a 

company – supplier or company – customer relation is examined. Furthermore, more research to 

the alliance time horizon in these high tech industries should be conducted, especially for the 

slowly evolving cases. From this can be concluded what the effect is of these long term 

relationships with an academic partner and more insight can be gained on the step from a 

scientific environment to a business environment.   

By conducting more research to the competing values framework of leadership roles presented 

by Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983) in relation to university related slowly evolving and quickly 

formed start ups, more insight can be gained on the roles that are owned by CEOs and those that 

are not. Especially the group of roles that are not owned by the CEO might be interesting for the 

TU/e, as the TU/e can add value to the alliance by providing support in adding these missing 

roles to the start up and educate the CEOs further on these roles. 

Finally, for the TU/e itself, it might especially be valuable to lay more focus on the future vision 

of each individual start up and clearly communicate what the vision and ambition of the TU/e is 

with each start up. In relation to the quickly formed cases it might be valuable to study on how 

to serve these start ups in a better and more clear way via the TU/e faculties. People that are not 

very well known to the university could better be guided to the relevant persons by having a 

clear industry support coordination at the faculty level.  
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